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EGYPT IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY, POST REVOLUTION ECONOMIC 

CHALLENGES AND PROSPECTS 

DINA RADY1 

ABSTRACT 

After the 2011 Egyptian revolution, Egypt’s economy which had its own pre-existing economic 

problems (high unemployment rate, high poverty rate, and a low standard of living) faced rising 

economic imbalances, that led to high public debts, large current account deficit, large budget 

deficit, declining foreign reserves, and high inflation, which in turn led to lowering investments 

and deteriorating economic growth. 

The Egyptian authorities started an ambitious economic and social reform program 

aiming to restore macroeconomic stability. These policies included liberalization of the foreign 

exchange market, adjusting the economic subsidy system to reduce budget deficit while 

shielding the poor from the adverse effects of the changes, together with a wide-ranging 

structural reform aiming to promote growth and employment.  

This paper- using the inductive methodology -studies Egypt’s position in the global 

economy before and after the transition period and examines the impacts of the economic 

reform policies on Egypt’s current and future economic condition. 

Keywords: Egypt economic challenges, Egypt revolution, Egypt in the global economy. 

INTRODUCTION 

Egypt is one of the most developed and diversified economies in the Middle East with a 

population of 97.7 million and an area of nearly one million kilometers (CAPMAS Statistical 

yearbook, 2018). 

In the years 2011, 2013 Egypt went through two revolutions which affected its 

economy’s performance. The new government which came to power in 2014 undergone a lot 

of economic reform policies aiming to improve the economy.  

During the period 2005-2010, about 25% (Abdou and Zaazou, 2018, p. 6) of Egypt's 

population lived below the poverty line (living below $US 1.9), but this percentage increased 

to about 27.8% (CBE Annual Report, 2016/2017) in 2015 as a result to the recent economic 

reforms.  

The paper consists of two parts; the first part describes the behavior of the major 

economic indicators in the Egyptian economy during the period of study (2005-2018) to 

analyse the effect of these events on the Egyptian economy. The second part of the paper 

discusses the Egyptian government efforts and achievements since 2014 to improve the 

economic performance Egypt’s economic condition.  

                                                 
1 Dina Rady, PhD, George Washington University, Department of Economics, USA. dinarady@gwu.edu   

mailto:dinarady@gwu.edu
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EGYPT ECONOMIC CONDITION DURING 2005-2018 

Egypt GDP during 2005-2018 

Figure 1: GDP during 2005-2018 

 
Source: IMF data (October 2018).  

 

During the period 2005-2011, Egypt’s economy was growing on an average of 5% annually 

due to implementation of several economic reforms in this period. Starting 2011, the economy 

was affected by the political events during this year and the economic growth reached its 

minimum level 1.8%. 

After the new government was elected in 2014, the economy started picking up slowly 

reaching its highest level (5.3%) in 2018. The private sector contributed to the increase in the 

GDP in the year 2018 by about 3.8% against 1.4% for the government (Central Bank of Egypt, 

2018, p. 11). 

Egypt inflation rates during 2005-2018 

Figure 2: Inflation rates during 2005-2018 

 
Source: IMF data (October 2018).  

 

The inflation rate was around 10% as an average between the years 2006-2013. After 2016, the 

liberalization of the exchange rate and the energy subsidy cuts, caused inflation to spike to high 

levels reaching 23.5% in 2017. The government increased spending on social protection to 

mitigate the impact on living conditions and the Central Bank of Egypt (CBE) applied tightened 

monetary policy.  
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Current account balance as a percentage of GDP during 2005-2018 

Figure 3: Current account balance as a percentage of GDP (2005-2018) 

 

 
Source: IMF data (October 2018).  

 

The current account deficit as a percentage of GDP declined in the recent years due to the 

increase in exports (oil exports accounted to approximately 30% of total exports in 2018) (CBE 

Report (58(2), p.67), also the decrease in imports (Central Bank of Egypt, 2017, p. 69) due to 

liberalization of exchange rate. Suez Canal receipts increased 10.1% in 2018 compared to 2017 

(Central Bank of Egypt, 2017/2018, P.2). Tourists receipts increased to $US 5 Billion in 2018 

compared to $US 1.6 Billion in 2017 (more than 200%) and the foreign investment in the 

government stocks and bonds increased almost twenty times in March 2018 relative to June 

2016 (Central Bank of Egypt, 2018, p. 8).  

Total reserves of US dollar 

Figure 4: Total reserves of US dollar 

 

 
Source: World Bank Data (Egypt data, October 2018). 

 

Egypt foreign reserves before the period of revolutions have been increasing slowly. Since 

2011 they fell to their lowest level to reach $US bn 14.9 in 2014. Then started climbing after 

the new government in 2014 secured a $US 12 billion- three-year International Monetary Fund 

loan program in 2016. 

Unemployment rate during (2005-2018) 

Figure 5: Unemployment rate 
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Source: World Bank Data, Egypt data, October 2018). 

Unemployment in Egypt averaged 9-10% during the period before the first revolution (2011) 

with a downward trend, then started to climb during 2011-2015, till it reached its highest level 

(13%) in 2014. The government started implementing megaprojects in several areas in the 

economy increasing job opportunities which helped bringing this rate to 9.9% in the end of 

2018. The job creation between 2016-2017 is almost four times what has been accomplished 

between 2011-2013 (Egypt, Ministry of Finance, 2018). 

Budget deficit % GDP 

Figure 6: Budget deficit % GDP 

 
Source: Ministry of Finance, Egypt. 

 

The budget deficit has been decreasing slightly during the period before the revolutions but 

increased to reach 13.3% in 2013 because of the events in this period. After the new 

government came to action in 2014, the deficit started to decrease till it reached 9.8% in 2018. 

This was a result of the increase in government revenues 34% than the previous year 

which was greater than the annual rate of government spending Tax revenues grew by 56.5% 

than its previous year and which represented 82.2% of total revenues (Egypt, Ministry of 

Finance, 2018).  

Exchange rates $US/EGP 

Figure 7: Exchange rates $US/EGP 

 
Source: The World Bank Data, Egypt data, October 2018). 
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The exchange rate was ranging from 5-7 EGP per 1$US before 2014. After the floating of the 

exchange rate in 2016, it spiked to reach 17.9 in 2017, however the government had to apply 

these policies as a necessary move towards the recovery of the economy, and the government 

was able to take this strong step which all previous governments in Egypt’s recent history 

couldn’t take. 

Net FDI inflows during 2005-2018  

Figure 8: Net FDI inflows 

 
Source: The World Bank Data, Egypt data, October 2018). 

 

As shown in figure (8), the new elected government in 2014 was able to turn the direction of 

the continues decrease in the inflow of the FDI to an upward trend. The political stability, the 

new investment law with the implementation of several infrastructure projects, together with 

the recent economic reforms, Egypt was able to attract more foreign investments.  

Total FDI in Egypt by economic sector 

Figure 9: Total FDI in Egypt by economic sector July 2017 - Dec 2018 

 
Source: Central Bank of Egypt (2017/2018 p.5) 

 

The petroleum sector acquired more than half of the total investment in 2018, due to 

establishing new giant oil projects. Suez Canal along with Sumid pipeline transport 98% of 

Arab Gulf petroleum exported to the European Union and the United States. 
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Total domestic debt (% GDP) and foreign debt ($USbn)  

Figure 10: total domestic debt (% GDP) and foreign debt ($USbn) 

 
Source: Ministry of Finance data, 2018 

Figure 11: external debt by creditor (end Dec 2017) 

 
Source: Central Bank of Egypt Quarterly Report, Volume 60. 2017/2018 

 

The ratio of total government domestic debt as a percentage of GDP dropped from 41% in 2017 

to 36.1% in 2018, and the foreign external debt started to decline in 2016 from $US bn 96.7 to 

reach $US bn 83.8. The long-term external debt accounted for 68.3% of the total, whereas 

medium-term external debt reached 18.3% and short-term external debt accounted for the 

smallest portion of 13.4%. The international and regional institutions accounted for more than 

30% of the foreign debt. The ratio of the foreign debt to the GDP almost doubled (from 16.6% 

to 33.6%) from 2016 to 2017 because of the floating exchange rate in 2016 (Central Bank of 

Egypt, 2017). 
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Egypt rank in the competitive index 

Figure 12: Egypt rank in the competitive index 

 
Source: The world bank country data, 2018. 

 

Egypt ranked number 94 out of 140 countries in the 2018 edition of the Global Competitiveness 

Report with an increase of 0.4 points than previous year. Egypt’s most draw back for business 

were mainly political stability, corruption, high inflation, government bureaucracy, 

inadequately educated workforce, access to financing and tax rates.   

Egypt’s credit ratings rank  

Both, Standard & Poor's credit rating for Egypt has changed from stable in 2015 to positive in 

2018 which reflects that its economy is recovering.  
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Egypt rank in the ease of doing business 

Figure 13: Egypt rank in the ease of doing business 

 

 
The world bank country data, 2018. 

 

Egypt was up from the 126th in 2015 to 122nd in 2016, however it dropped 6 ranks in The World 

Bank's Doing Business Report 2018, reaching the 128th out of 190 countries. The process of 

registering a property in Egypt in the new legislation issued in 2016/2017 was among the 

reasons of dropping its rank. 

Egypt corruption index 

Figure 14: Egypt corruption index 

 
Source: Transparency International, Corruption Perception Index 2018. 

 

Egypt scored 32 in the Corruption Index in 2017 down from 34 in 2016. Egypt’s rank was 117th 

in 2018 out of 180 countries while it was the 108th out of 176 countries in 2016.  

In 2014, the Egyptian government established an Anti-Corruption Commission to focus 

on dealing with conflicts of interests, standards of integrity, and government transparency, and 

launched Anti-Corruption Strategy to combat corruption. The Administrative Control 

Authority (ACA) – is the regulatory body responsible for enforcing laws and regulations within 

state bodies. Between the years 2016-2018 ACA has ordered the arrest and prosecution of 

several high-profile cases within the framework of fighting corruption. 

EGYPTIAN GOVERNMENT EFFORTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS SINCE 2014 TO 

IMPROVE THE ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE 

Since the new government came to power, it launched several megaprojects in different areas 

and established new investments at a total cost exceeded 400 billion EGP which helped revive 

the economy and improved its performance. The government’s effort included the following 

achievements (State Information Service Report, 2018): 
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• Building more than 11,000 projects at a cost of 2 trillion EGP (including two of the 

most important projects; the New Suez Canal and the New Administrative Capital) 

• Completing 600,000 housing units under a special program of “Social Housing” serving 

about 1,1 million families in all governorates and worth EGP 100 bn. 

• Doubling the investments in education and health from 2015 to 2018, from 4.3% to 

10.3% in health and from 7.1% to 13.6% in education 

• Doubling the gas invention and production by about 8 times. 

• A 200,000 feddan increase in the arable land, with a target of one million extra feddan 

of agriculture land by the end of 2019.  

• Establishing 13 new cities and 100,000 wheat greenhouses. 

• Two major projects of “Raising One Million Sheep”, and “40, 000 Feddan of Fish 

Farms.” 

• Establishing electricity network (at a cost around EGP 60-70 billion). 

• Signing 62 agreements of exploring gas and oil. 

• Doubling the gas exploration 8 times relative to the period 2010-2014. 

• New investments to explore natural gas at a cost of EGP 12.6 billion (which increased 

its production by 130%). 

• Establishing 7,000 Kilometer of roads at a cost about EGP 85 billion and about 200 

bridges at a cost of EGP 25 billion. 

• Increasing the foreign reserves, lowering current account deficit, increasing exports, 

and lowering imports. The increase in wages since 2011 accounted to 300% (EGP 80 

billion to EGP 230 billion), in addition to a 15% increase in pensions with a minimum 

of 630 EGP instead of 500 EGP (started in July 2017), lowering unemployment, 

inflation and total fiscal deficit as a percentage of GDP, and increasing the net FDI 

inflows. 

• Increase the protection for the poor by means of “Takafol and Karama” program, 

including more families and supporting the disabled persons and female breadwinners. 

Figure 15: Value of Food Subsidies per person (EGP) (2015-2018) 

 
Source: Central Bank of Egypt Quarterly Report, 2016/2017. 

 

The amount spent on food subsidies per person increased from EGP 15 in the year 2015 to 

EGP 50 in the year 2017 (by about 138.1% between 2016-2017). 

1- Increase in water and sewer coverage to include more villages. 
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2- Building more than 41,000 additional class and 5,000 more laboratories in the primary 

schools and completing training to 10,000 school teachers under special training 

program called “Teachers First” aiming to improve the teachers’ skills and teaching 

abilities. 

3- Building 9 new public and private universities and increasing number of colleges from 

292 to 450 college. Issuing the new Health Insurance Law to include more families and 

an increase of 23% in the university hospitals (from 98 to 109 hospital). 

4- Increase in research projects by 232% in the period 2014-2018. 

 

According to the sustainable development plan, the government aim to increase the growth rate 

to reach 12% by 2030 accompanied by stabilizing the accelerated inflation rate (El-Megharbel, 

2015). 

CONCLUSION 

Evaluating the performance of the Egyptian economy during the period of the political turmoil, 

concluded that the economic challenges were difficult to manage because of the country’s 

complicated situation, yet, Egypt was able to start recovering its economy. The new 

government in 2014 faced a legacy of several economic and structural imbalances and spread 

of corruption. The production halted, the FDI flew away, foreign reserves fell to its minimum 

level (covering only 3 months of imports). The energy supply was insufficient to meet the 

demand which caused a lot of power outage in this period, in addition to the existence of 

political unrest and terror attacks that had its negative effect on tourism. 

Poverty levels escalated, and the Egyptian people suffered deficiency in a lot of necessary 

food products. It was difficult politically and economically to borrow from international 

institutions and other countries which might agitate the public, increase inflation and create 

higher public debt. However, the government had no other choices but increasing more loans, 

imposing higher taxes, cutting energy and water subsidies, liberating the exchange rate, and 

most importantly, implementing an ambitious economic reform policy, at the same time 

buffering the effect of the program on the poor by increasing the social and safety network, 

readjusting the subsidy system to target the poor. The government created more job 

opportunities, focused on health and education sectors, and improved the investment climate. 

Facing the increase in population, the government worked on lowering population density by 

building more cities and housing units.  

A report by Price Water House Cooper (PWC) placed Egypt in the19th place among the 

most 21 powerful economies in 2030, with a projecte GDP of $US 2.049 trillion. It was directly 

preceded by Canada, in 18th place, with $US 2.141 trillion (PWC, 2017). 

Egypt’s economic freedom score is 53.4, making its economy the 139th freest in the 2018 

Index. Its overall score has increased by 0.8 point from 2017, with an increase in financial 

freedom, investment freedom, and business freedom (Terry, 2018, p. 190). 

The decisions to liberalize the economy were late in their implementation more than 30 

years, because of concerns of the negative effects on the poor people yet taken in the most 

critical time in Egypt’s history. While those decisions require high understanding of the 

Egyptian people and high political and economic awareness, they were taken in an environment 

full of political conflicts. The government took these steps carefully and wisely while shielding 

the poor and fighting terrorism at the same time. The government had paved the road to more 

economic success taking large steps towards restoring the confidence in its economic 

performance, attracting foreign investment, improving the credit rank and upgrading its 

position in the global economy. The process started to gain its positive results, a situation which 

made Egypt’s economic experience a unique one. 
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UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACT OF CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP 

MANAGEMENT PRACTICES ON CUSTOMER SATISFACTION AND LOYALTY: 

AN EMPIRICAL STUDY ON THE CUSTOMERS OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

COMPANIES OPERATING IN UAE 

SHAYMAA E. SALIM1 

ABSTRACT  

The purpose of this study is to find out the impact of four types of CRM practices namely 

optimisation of mobile service quality, customisation, reward programs and customer service, 

on customer satisfaction and loyalty. The researcher has developed a model that proposes that 

CRM practices (in the mobile service companies) have a positive impact on overall customer 

satisfaction, which in turn affects their loyalty (to the mobile service provider). 

The findings indicated that among the four dimensions of CRM practices, Product 

(mobile services quality) Optimisation received the highest positive impact on overall customer 

satisfaction, while customer service received the lowest one. In general, the results indicated 

that the degree of overall customer satisfaction has a tendency to be higher as the perceptions 

of CRM practices are favorable. Moreover, customer satisfaction has a strong positive impact 

on their loyalty. 

The researcher believes that this study gives a clear and realistic picture of customers' 

evaluation of CRM practices in the mobile service providers at UAE. Nevertheless, one of the 

determinants of this study is that it was limited to the Emirates market and, therefore reflects 

all its particularities. So further studies in other markets may provide different images of the 

scene of CRM practices in mobile telecommunication companies.  

Keywords:  Customer relationship management, Customer satisfaction, Customer loyalty, 

Mobile telecommunications industry.  

INTRODUCTION 

The rapid growth in ICT has changed the way companies manage their customer relationships. 

Until recently, companies were giving priority to production, purchasing and marketing, and 

their main goal was to provide products that meet their customers' first needs. Such an approach 

has been sufficient in the past for most companies to continuity and increased profits. While at 

present, customers have become more conscious and more forward-looking, their needs are 

becoming increasingly demanding and more attention. (Chen and Ching, 2007). Therefore, 

companies are turning their focus to customers, to do more to meet their needs and 

expectations. 

The concept of relationship management strongly appeared recently; it is a new approach 

that recognises the power of customers and their control over the strength and direction of the 

relationship between them and the firms they deal with. Therefore, the importance of Customer 

Relationship Management (CRM), which includes all practices aimed to achieve, build and 

maintain continuous relationships with customers, has increased. 

The aim of this study is to explore the impact of CRM practices (by mobile telecom 

providers in the UAE market) on customer satisfaction and loyalty. Therefore, this study would 

help managers to understand what customers really value and how they should meet their needs 
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and deliver beyond their expectations, because the success of any company depends on its 

ability to create and maintain ongoing relationships with customers. 
UAE mobile telecommunications market 

The UAE's mobile telecommunications market is one of the fastest growing markets in the 

Arab region. Emirates Telecommunications Corporation (Etisalat) and Emirates Integrated 

Telecommunications Company (du), both of which own the sector, controlled by the 

government. 

The competition began in this sector in early 2007 when du entered the market after 

nearly 30 years of monopoly by Etisalat. In the first half of 2017, the subscriber base for mobile 

services in the UAE expanded by 2.4% to reach 18.7 million subscribers from 18.26 million 

subscribers in the same period of 2016. The number of subscribers to Etisalat's mobile services 

was 10.5 Million subscribers during the first six months of 2017, achieving a growth rate of 

3% compared to the same period of 2016. Du reached 8.2 million subscribers, a growth of 1.5% 

for the same period. In the first half of 2017, the total revenues of the UAE's telecom service 

providers reached AED 31.7 billion (AED 25.3 billion for Etisalat - AED 6.42 billion for du), 

and mobile services are the main source of revenue for these companies, with other services 

comprising the remaining portion. (Gulf News, 2017; Khaleej Times, 2017). 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE  

Customer relationship management (CRM) 

The suitable approach of CRM is Relationship Marketing; it (RM) is a popular concept in 

current marketing research and practice (O’Malley and Tynan, 2000). It focuses on achieving 

ongoing relationships with customers through various means, especially the direct and 

interactive ones, where customer retention is the main goal.  
Relationship Marketing is a strategy based on the principle of thinking from customer’s 

point of view, as the customer is the one who evaluates the firms and promotes them to others 

in case he is satisfied with the quality of the product and service by his Word of Mouth 

(Hyosung and Bryan, 2008). This approach uses all the tools of marketing communication to 

establish and manage successful relationships with customers and the various types of 

audiences that organisations deal with, based on their mutual benefits (Morville, 1998). 

 Customer relationship management (CRM) concerns the relationship between the 

organisation and its customers. The foremost goal of it is to increase profitability by providing 

a better service to customers than competitors. Kumar and Ramani (2004) considered CRM to 

be an ongoing process of developing the relationships between an organisation and its 

customers by offering products tailored to their needs, superior treatment, and competitive 

benefits that achieve direct value to them. According to Atul and Jagdish (2001), CRM is an 

integrated strategy to acquire new customers, retain existing customers and collaborate with 

them to create value and mutual benefit for all parties. It comprises the incorporation of 

marketing, sales and customer service functions, to increase the efficiency and efficiency of 

value provided to customers. 

 CRM practices include the operations and actions a firm seeks to preserve its current 

customers and attract new ones. In this study, CRM practices concern those regarded with 

customer service, customisation, reward programs and product (mobile services) optimisation.  

Customer relationship management practices 

Customer service is a vital and necessary part of CRM practices and provides a great 

opportunity for companies to gain market advantages. Therefore, excellent customer service 

can create customer satisfaction and loyalty. This can positively affect the customer's 
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behavioral intentions towards purchasing and reduce the unfavorable intentions of switching, 

bad word of mouth and complaining. It also improves the long-term sales and profits (Innis 

and La Londe, 1994; Barnes, Hinton and Mieczkowska, 2005).  

‘Optimising product quality’ means trying to attain the highest or maximum result or 

outcome without regard to cost or expense, as product quality is an important indicator to assess 

a firm's performance (Kim and Yoon, 2004). In addition, according to Johnson and Sirikit 

(2002), customers’ perception of service quality affects their satisfaction and loyalty.  

Mobile companies should offer attractive and competitive services to users in order to 

maximise their economic benefits. The innovations in telecommunication technology helped 

mobile service providers in optimising their services, in terms of maximising the network 

coverage, call quality, pricing structure, service usage, and expanding service features beyond 

sound to include graphics, multimedia, entertainment services and other technologies 

(Barrientos and Cortés, 2013; Ozer, Argan and Argan, 2013).      

      ‘Reward programs’ is a marketing strategy that is widely used recently, because 

of the changing of market conditions, which characterised by sharp competition, the 

complexity of selling methods, and the increase of customers’ needs. It is a main promotional 

tool used to drive customers to buy and stimulate their use of the product or service (Baohong, 

2006). These programs influence customers’ purchasing and stockpiling intentions. As the 

current purchasing decisions determined by the future rewards they expect and when the 

expected benefits are higher than their cost (Mauri, 2003). It also has a positive impact on 

customer satisfaction and loyalty, which in turn affects his word of mouth (Keh and Lee, 2006; 

Wirtz, Mattila and Lwin, 2007). 

‘Customisation’ is the ability to deliver high-quality products and services that tailored 

to customer needs and preferences as if they made specifically for them. It is the customer who 

determines who determines the features and characteristics of the product (Peppard, 2000). 

Therefore, perceived customisation has a positive impact on customer satisfaction and loyalty, 

and provides the company with many competitive advantages. Customising products to fit 

customers’ needs is more important for companies that provide services. According to Zhang 

(2003), perceived customisation has a positive impact on customers’ trust in their mobile 

operators. It also gives them a greater sense of control, contributing to a higher level of 

satisfaction with the company 

HYPOTHESES  

The main purpose of CRM is to achieve and increase customer satisfaction and loyalty by 

building and maintaining an ongoing relationship with them. Therefore, the following 

hypotheses suggested: 
H1: CRM practices create a positive impact on overall customer satisfaction. 

H1a: Perceived customer service quality creates a positive impact on overall customer 

satisfaction. 

H1b: Optimisation of mobile service quality creates a positive impact on overall customer 

satisfaction. 

H1c: Reward programs have a positive impact on overall customer satisfaction. 

H1d: Perceived customisability has a positive impact on overall customer satisfaction. 

H2: Higher levels of overall customer satisfaction lead to higher levels of customer loyalty. 

H3: There are significant differences in customers’ evaluation of CRM practices in; a- customer 

service b- product (mobile services) optimisation c- reward programs d- customisation 

between the two mobile telecom providers in the UAE market (Etisalat and du).  

H4: There are significant differences in a- overall customer satisfaction b- customer loyalty 

between the two mobile telecom providers in the UAE market (Etisalat and du). 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/result.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/expense.html
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1665642313715980#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1665642313715980#!
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Research model 

The Research model of this study suggests that CRM practices have a positive impact on 

overall customer satisfaction and overall customer satisfaction with CRM practices has positive 

effects on customer loyalty. The study hypotheses have developed to test these relationships, 

as shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: A proposed research model 

 

 
 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

The data collected from a sample of subscribers of Etisalat and Du, the two mobile companies 

operating in UAE. Participants asked to answer an online survey (162 were responded) based 

on their previous or current experience with a specific mobile service company to measure the 

impact of CRM practices on their satisfaction and loyalty. The subjects, in this specific study, 

are non-business mobile service subscribers; as the study was interested in individual 

customers, who were using mobiles phones for personal affairs. 

Demographically, the respondents tended to be young, 59.6 % of them were between the 

age of 20 and 39, well educated (78.7% held or were working towards a bachelor degree, 11.3% 

held or were working towards a master or Ph.D. degree), and 58.3 % were women.  
The questionnaire of this study consists of three main dimensions measured by five-point 

Likert scales. The evaluation of CRM practices measured by 19 five-point items (1=strongly 

disagree/ very unsatisfied to 5=strongly agree/ very satisfied) including measures of customer 

service quality (5 items), mobile service optimisation (5 items), reward programs (4 items) and 

customisation (5 items). Also, overall customer satisfaction measured by four items 

(1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree), including measures of the customers´ experience 

based on their evaluation of the service/product provider, constructed by addressing overall 
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satisfaction, comparison with other mobile service providers, and congruence with 

expectations. Moreover, customer loyalty of mobile service providers measured by (4 items) 

(1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree) included measures of the likelihood of future 

repurchase probability, the possibility of providing a favorable word of mouth and overall 

satisfaction of service and product. 

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS  

To test the reliability of questionnaire items used in this study, Cronbach's alpha used, with the 

following results: CRM practices; Customer Service 0.877, product (mobile service) 

optimisation 0.778, reward programs 0.674, customisation 0.806, customer satisfaction 0.863, 

and customer loyalty 0.886. Thus, alpha ranged from 0.72 to 0.89, exceeding the minimum 

standard for reliability of 0.70, which is a satisfactory level (Nunnally and Bernstein, 1994).  

Pearson correlation analysis carried out to verify the relationships among the variables. 

As a result, the relationships among CRM practices, customer satisfaction, and customer 

loyalty are positive and significant (p < 0.001), as shown in Table 1.  

Table 1: Correlation matrix 
 X3 X2 X1d X1c X1b X1a  
      1 X1a Customer Service Quality 
     1 0.42 X1b Mobile Service Quality 

    1 0.58 0. 29 X1c Reward Programs 
   1 0.53 0.53 0.37 X1d Customisation 
  1 0.62 0.67 0.69 0.55 X2 Overall Customer Satisfaction 

 1 0.83 0.55 0.53 0.59 0.40 X3 Customer Loyalty 

        

Notes: All correlations are significant (P < 0.001) (two-tailed) 

 

Regression analysis performed to test the significant effect of each set of hypotheses. Results 

of the research hypotheses are as follows (see Tables 2, 3 and 4) and Figure 2: 
Table 2: Regression of CRM practices against overall customer satisfaction 

Dependent Variable: X2 Overall Customer Satisfaction 

Model Variables 

Coefficients 

(β) R 

R 

Square 

t-

Values Sig. Outcome 

 

 

 

1 
 

(Constant) -.842 

.756 .572 

-.989 .323  
X1a Customer Service 

.279 4.351 .001 (H1a)** 

Supported  
X1b Product Optimisation 

Mobile Service Quality .481 6.563 .000 
(H1b)*** 

Supported 

X1c  Reward Programs 
.373 6.144 .000 

(H1c)*** 

Supported 

X1d  Customisation 
.360 5.848 .000 

(H1d)*** 

Supported 

 F =  98.4                 df = ( 4, 295)       Sig = .000 
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 MODEL: Overall Customer Satisfaction = β + β1 Mobile Service Quality + β2 Reward 

Programs + β3 Customisation + β4 Customer Service 
*P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001 

According to the above regression weights in Table 1, H1 completely supported. It explains 

that CRM practices create positive impacts on Overall Customer Satisfaction of mobile service 

providers. The results indicated that CRM practices; Product (mobile services quality) 

Optimisation (β=.481, t=6.563, p<0.001), Reward Programs (β=.373, t=6.144, p<0.001), 

customisation (β=.360, t=5.848, p<0.001) and customer service (β=.279, t=4.351, p<0.01), 

respectively, all have significant positive impacts on overall customer satisfaction. Among the 

four dimensions of CRM practices, Product (mobile services quality) Optimisation received 

the highest positive impact on overall customer satisfaction, while customer service received 

the lowest one. In general, the results indicated that the degree of overall customer satisfaction 

has a tendency to be higher as the perceptions of CRM practices are favorable. These results 

are consistent with the findings of Zhang (2003); Kim and Yoon (2004); Zhao, Zhang and Chau 

(2012); Barrientos  and Cortés (2013). 

Table 3: Regression of overall customer satisfaction against customer loyalty 
Dependent 

Variable 

Independent 

Variables 

Coefficients 

(β) R 

R 

Square 

t-

Values Sig. Outcome 

 

X3 Customer 

loyalty     

(Constant) 1.384 

.831 .693 

2.612 .009 ***(H2) 

Supported 
 

X2 Customer   

Satisfaction .889 25.826 .000 

F =  666.9                 df = ( 1, 298)       Sig = .000 
MODEL: Customer loyalty = β + β1 Customer Satisfaction 

*P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001  

 

Results as shown in Table 2 indicated that overall customer satisfaction has a strong positive 

impact on customer loyalty (R2 =.693, β=.889, t=25.83, p<0.001), supporting H2. This means 

that mobile service providers should satisfy their customers by meeting or exceeding their 

expectations. It is a way to earn consumer loyalty and attract new ones because highly satisfied 

customers are less likely to switch. These results are compatible with the findings of Gerpott, 

Rams and Schindler, 2001; Kristensen, Juhl and Ostergaard, 2001; Iddrisua et al., 2015. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6VCC-4PXP106-3&_user=6328841&_coverDate=05%2F31%2F2008&_alid=760468919&_rdoc=27&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_cdi=5951&_sort=d&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=419&_acct=C000062634&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=6328841&md5=17344b943337bafa6b081d09e62134fd#bib26#bib26
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1665642313715980#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1665642313715980#!
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6VCC-4PXP106-3&_user=6328841&_coverDate=05%2F31%2F2008&_alid=760468919&_rdoc=27&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_cdi=5951&_sort=d&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=419&_acct=C000062634&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=6328841&md5=17344b943337bafa6b081d09e62134fd#bbib18#bbib18
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6VCC-4PXP106-3&_user=6328841&_coverDate=05%2F31%2F2008&_alid=760468919&_rdoc=27&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_cdi=5951&_sort=d&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=419&_acct=C000062634&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=6328841&md5=17344b943337bafa6b081d09e62134fd#bbib18#bbib18
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Figure 2: The results of hypothesis testing 

 

Table 4: The differences in customers’ evaluation of CRM practices between the two 

mobile telecom providers 

 
Significant 

difference 

Sig. t Standard 

deviation 

mean sample company variable 

 (H3a)* 
Supported 

0.039 3.276 3.35 17.55 94 Etisalat Customer 

Service 3.30 18.52 68 du 
(H3b)*** 

Supported 

0.000 11.453 2.93 19.96 94 Etisalat Optimisation of 

Mo.Se. 2.93 17.94 68 du 
(H3c) 

Not Supported 
.4000 

 
.920 2.69 14.31 94 Etisalat Reward 

Programs 2.55 14.16 68 du 
(H3d)* 

Supported 

.0130 4.434 
 

3.42 16.30 94 Etisalat  
Customisation 3.37 15.25 68 du 

*P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001 

 

From t values in Table 4 it is clear that customers' evaluation of customer service quality, 

product (mobile services) optimisation, and customisation differ significantly between the two 

mobile telecom providers, supporting H3 (a, b, and d). While the evaluation of reward 

programs between these companies do not differ significantly, so H3c not supported. The 

results indicated by using LSD test that there were significant differences (at 0.05 level) in 

Customer Service 
 

Reward 

Programs  

  

Customisation 

Customer 

Loyalty 
Overall 

Customer 

Satisfaction 
 

H1a: .279 (4.351) **  

H1b: .481 (6.563) *** 

H1c: .373 (6.144) *** 

H1d: .360 (5.848) *** 

H2: .899 (25.826) *** Optimisation of 
mobile Services 

CRM Practices 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6V9R-3YNY6XX-7&_user=6328841&_coverDate=06%2F30%2F2000&_alid=748774846&_rdoc=87&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_cdi=5905&_sort=d&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=141&_acct=C000062634&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=6328841&md5=6b407e989221c85647abad942502bc33#tbl3#tbl3
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customers’ evaluation of mobile service quality and customisation, and they were in Etisalat's 

side, while the differences in customers’ evaluation of customer service were in du's side. 

Table 5: The difference in overall customer satisfaction and customer loyalty between 

the two mobile telecom providers 

 

Significant 

difference  

Sig. t Standard 

deviation 

mean sample company variable 

(H4a)*** 

Supported 

0.000 17.410 2.90 14.83 94 Etisalat  

Ov.Cus.Sat 2.93 12.71 68 du 
 

 (H4b)*** 

Supported 

0.000 22.409 2.81 16.12 94 Etisalat  

Cus.Loy 3.30 13.60 68 du 

*P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001 

 

Finally results as shown in Table 5 suggested that there were significant differences in overall 

customer satisfaction, and customer loyalty between the two mobile telecom providers, 

supporting H4(a-b). The results also showed by using LSD test that the all differences were 

significant (at 0.05 level) and they were in Etisalat's side, which refers to the success of this 

company in satisfying its customers and maintaining their loyalty through CRM practices. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

This study investigated relationships (Figure 1) that enable mobile service providers operating 

in the United Arab Emirates to attain customer satisfaction and affirm their loyalty. The 

relationships included how Customer Relationship Management practices in customer service, 

product (mobile phone services) optimisation, reward programs and customisation affect 

overall customer satisfaction. Furthermore, the impact of customers’ satisfaction with CRM 

practices on their loyalty. The results propped the proposed relationships (Figure 2) and 

confirmed that CRM practices create opportunities for the mobile service provider to enlarge 

and develop its services to the customers and to obtain their satisfaction and loyalty. 

The results of this study have important applications that will help mobile service 

providers. First, the success and continuity of companies in the services sector, especially the 

mobile telecommunications sector, depends mainly on their ability to respond to customers’ 

needs and keep pace with their ever-changing wants. The responsive customer service helps 

the company to open communication channels with customers, listen to them, understand their 

needs that feed product and service customisation process, consequently increase customers’ 

satisfaction, and reduce their switching to competing firms. In addition, Rewards programs that 

add value to customers through presenting a variety of tailored incentives to their wants, 

identifying customers as individuals and meeting their needs, and optimising product quality 

will help companies to increase customers' satisfaction and maintain their loyalty. Moreover, 

there is no doubt, as many previous studies have confirmed that managing the satisfaction and 

loyalty of existing customers is more valuable than attracting new ones. 

Secondly, a mobile service provider must conduct market researches to provide mobile 

services from the customers’ point of view to fit with their lifestyle, represents economic value 

for them, and anticipate their future aspirations. The more the company's knowledge of its 

customers and the understanding of its target market, the greater its ability to meet its needs, 

and achieve a competitive advantage over other companies. Finally, customers’ satisfaction 

with CRM practices helps mobile service provider to build their loyalty because the customer’s 
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evaluation of product or service comprises commitment, trust, passionate attachment, and 

loyalty to the service provider. 
The researcher believes that this study gives a clear and realistic picture of customers' 

evaluation of CRM practices in the mobile service providers at UAE. Nevertheless, one of the 

determinants of this study is that it was limited to the Emirates market and, therefore reflects 

all its particularities. So further studies in other markets may provide different images of the 

scene of CRM practices in mobile telecommunication companies. 
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THE EFFECT OF FOREIGN AID ON POVERTY REDUCTION IN DEVEIOPING 

COUNTRIES  

MAKARAM ALHAMAD1 AND ASHRAF AHMED2 

ABSTRACT 

The main aim of foreign aid is to contribute to economic growth in developing countries. As 

such, this study is focused on assessing the impact of foreign aid on poverty reduction in such 

nations. The data used came from various sources, namely the World Bank and the Human 

Development report for the period 1990–2010. The statistical methods used in the analysis was 

multiple linear regressions with or without interaction factors. Dependent variable was poverty 

reduction. The results indicate that foreign aid has a significant effect on poverty reduction 

while controlling the effects of other factors. The effectiveness of foreign aid also depends on 

government administration variables such as quality of governance, with which, in this study, 

it showed a negative significant interaction effect in terms of poverty change. Thus, although 

foreign aid has a significant effect on poverty reduction, the effect is constrained by the quality 

of governance. 

Keywords: Foreign aid, Poverty, Macroeconomic policy, Quality of governance, Education. 

INTRODUCTION 

Background 

The latest report from the World Bank Group indicates that 767 million people are estimated 

to have been living below the international poverty line of US$1.90 per person per day by 2013. 

However, the good news from the same report is that these rates are on the decline; nonetheless, 

the poverty rate remains unacceptably high. This decline has been attributed to several factors, 

both economic and humanitarian. Figure 1 details the geographic distribution of poverty 

worldwide. Although poverty indicators have declined in all regions over a recent 23-year 

period, the reduction is uneven between different areas. The greatest drop was for East Asia 

and the Pacific, as well as South Asia. Half of extremely poor individuals live in sub-Saharan 

Africa, but this region has not experienced a drastic reduction in their number. The decline of 

poverty in East Asia and the Pacific can be ascribed to lower estimates in China and Indonesia, 

whereas that in South Asia was driven by India’s growth (World Bank, 2016). 
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Figure 1: Number of poor (in millions) living on less than $2 per day, 1990-2013 

 

 

Poverty reduction is a topic that has attracted much debate in recent decades. This is a global 

challenge that transcends political and social issues to encompass the economic sphere. As 

such, foreign aid has been one of the solutions put forward to alleviate poverty and is currently 

one of the most important sources on which countries of varying income levels depend to fund 

their various activities. Aid and grants provided by rich countries to those with low income 

levels are of great importance to the latter’s economies in terms of boosting various sectors, 

such as service and production.  However, although foreign economic aid is a source of funding 

for the development program, it has hindered development in certain nations. 

Foreign aid can be defined in various ways according to a range of factors and criteria, 

including definition and motivation. Numerous bodies, donor countries, and sources of access 

to information and data also exist. Official development assistance (ODA) is a term coined by 

the Development Assistance Committee (DAC), which defines aid as a financial flow from 

rich to poor countries that assists in the development of the economy, achieves its basic goals, 

and helps enhance the economic welfare of society. These resources must achieve a basic 

condition in which the grant component is not less than 25%. This aid is directed at the 

government sector and does not include any military assistance. 

In attempting to assess the effectiveness of foreign aid, most researchers such as 

(Burnside and Dollar 2000; Burnside and Dollar, 2004; Lohani 2004; Mosley, Hudson, and 

Verschoor, 2004; Radelet, 2006; Rajan and Subramanian, 2005; Yontcheva and Masud, 2005) 

focus on the hit effect of aid flows on GDP growth and other macroeconomic variables such 

as investment or public consumption. In doing so, they hint at the idea that aid is intended to 

bridge the savings-investment gap faced by poor countries. Far less attention has been devoted 

to the effect of aid on poverty reduction as the metric for measuring its effectiveness. 

Several authors have attempted to examine the impact of these factors on poverty 

reduction, but without considering the possible effects of interaction between these factors. 
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Thus, the goal of this study is to determine the effect of aid, quality of governance, education, 

macroeconomic policies, and their interaction on poverty for the countries under review in the 

period 1990–2010. This study is not new; it is based on a  

previous paper, “Poverty and Foreign Aid Evidence from Recent Cross-Country Data” by Asra 

et al. (2005).  

Objectives of the Study 

The primary objective of the study is to determine whether foreign aid contributes to poverty 

reduction. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A study by Burnside and Dollar (2000) found that foreign aid can be effective when recipient 

countries follow good, or beneficial, economic policies such as low budget deficits, low 

inflation, and high trade volume. These authors examined the relationships among foreign aid, 

economics that include or exclude middle-income countries, policies, and growth of per capita 

gross domestic profit (GDP) by studying 56 developing countries from 1970 to 1993. They 

found that the average aid contribution had little effect on growth, but it did have a positive 

effect on growth in the presence of good economic policies. 

In a subsequent study, Burnside and Dollar (2004) reexamined the relationship between 

aid and growth using a new data focus during a different period (the 1990s) and a different 

index of institutions and policies. The results supported the previous view that the effect of aid 

depended on state institutions and policies, where a strong positive relationship was found 

between growth, interaction of aid, and institutional quality 

Also, study emphasised that the allocation of aid to poorer countries with good economic 

institutions and policies would be more effective poorer countries without good economic 

institutions and policies in reducing poverty (Burnside and Dollar, 2004). An increase of 1% 

of GDP from aid assistance would both reduce poverty and decrease infant mortality by 1% 

(World Bank, 1998). This was based on several pieces of evidence, such as the Marshall Plan 

in Europe, China, and South Korea. In addition, most development projects were successful 

under a good policy and strong economy, whereas development projects usually failed in a 

weak economy with weak policies (Burnside and Dollar, 2004). 

Radelet (2006) disagreed with the results from previous studies that showed a negative 

correlation between growth and aid. He confirmed that the latest empirical studies had found a 

positive relationship, especially studies that allowed for decreased yield and the control of other 

factors that affected growth. Other studies have found that the relationship between aid and 

growth is conditional on policy or institutional environment, but these results are not strong. 

However, aid has been less effective than expected in stimulating development, as it supports 

poor governments and can reduce savings incentives, among other reasons (Radelet, 2006). 

Several studies have shown a negative relationship between aid and growth cross-

sectionally, such as the study conducted by Rajan and Subramanian (2005). his result emerged 

after correcting the bias that the aid mechanism usually provides. They found no evidence that 

aid worked better in countries with better policies, or that some types of aid worked better than 

others. Rajan and Subramanian (2005) obtained different results than Burnside and Dollar 

(2000); however, they confirmed that the relationship between aid and growth could be 

different in the future, and that it was necessary to understand any obstacles to making aid more 

effective. 

A study conducted by Mosley, Hudson, and Verschoor, (2004) examined the effects of 

aid on poverty. The researchers found that the pro-poor expenditure index was one of the main 

influencing factors, together with inequality and corruption within a country. They agreed with 

Collier and Dollar (1999) that inter-country reallocations of aid could increase the influence of 
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poverty. Thus, this study showed that aid allocations that considered good microeconomic and 

macroeconomic policies were more effective than those that ignored microeconomic policies 

and income distribution (Mosley, Hudson and Verschoor, 2004). 

Yontcheva and Masud (2005) studied whether aid improved human development 

indicators (infant mortality and illiteracy). The aim of this study was to assess the effectiveness 

of foreign aid in reducing poverty via its effect on human developmental indicators, and it used 

two kinds of aid: bilateral aid and non-government organisation (NGO) aid flows. The study 

covered a 12-year period. Results showed that NGOs helped to decrease infant mortality rates 

and that NGO aid was more effective than bilateral aid. No significant effect was found on 

illiteracy (Yontcheva and Masud, 2005). 

They explained that there were two reasons for the negative results for bilateral aid. First, 

informal aid was able to reach the poor while official aid was a more complex method for 

targeting the poor. Second, NGO assistance favored aid to countries with high rates of infant 

mortality, whereas bilateral support favored countries with low rates of infant mortality. 

Concerning illiteracy, the results were not relevant because the short period of the study meant 

that the influence of aid on education was not shown (Yontcheva and Masud, 2005). 

However, a study by Lohani (2004) showed that aid had a negative influence on human 

development. This study examined whether there was a positive relationship between aid and 

human development by using the human development index, which includes a knowledge 

index, a health index, and a standard of living. The study data included 120 countries and 

covered a period from 1975 to 2001. The results of this study showed that FDI had a significant 

role in the development of a country, whereas foreign aid had a negative relationship with 

development. 

A further study undertaken by Asra et al. (2005) looked at aid effectiveness from a 

different perspective to that of the earlier studies discussed above by measuring the 

effectiveness of foreign aid in addressing poverty. Poverty reduction is used as a metric for 

measuring development because the international development community has been focusing 

in recent years on poverty reduction rather than on economic growth. This study included 145 

developing countries, and data for years between 1960 and 1998 was examined. The authors 

believed that aid was effective if it was of a reasonable size, and if the aid was too great, it 

would be a burden on the state. Foreign aid to reduce poverty was not significantly affected by 

the overall policy environment and quality of governance, and it had an influence on poverty 

reduction 

In summary, the question regarding the influence of aid on growth has been widely 

studied in recent years (Burnside and Dollar 2000; Burnside and Dollar, 2004; Lohani, 2004; 

Mosley, Hudson and Verschoor, 2004; Radelet, 2006; Rajan and Subramanian, 2005; 

Yontcheva and Masud, 2005). Several studies have focused on the governmental policies of 

recipient countries, which are considered to be one of the main reasons why aid does not work 

(Burnside and Dollar, 2000; Burnside and Dollar, 2004; Mosley, Hudson and Verschoor, 

2004). However, one study (Asra et al., 2005) looked at the effectiveness of aid from a different 

perspective to that of earlier studies and measured its effectiveness in addressing poverty. This 

study looked at the effect of the following variables: initial conditions, aid, policy, governance, 

and region dummies, but did not consider the impact of education on poverty, which will be 

addressed in this paper. 

 METHODOLOGY 

In this section, the methods used for data analysis are presented. The section contains a list of 

selected variables, the data sources used for the analysis, and the statistical methods of analysis 

for the topic.  
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Variables 

Poverty. The international poverty line, which is $1.90 per day, was used as an independent 

variable. Poverty was measured by the headcount index, expressed as an average of each five-

year period. 

Change in poverty. Used as the dependent variable. 

Aid. Used as an independent variable and measured by the net ODA received (% of Gross 

National Income (GNI)), expressed as an average of each five-year period. 

Openness. Trade (% of GDP) was used as an independent variable, expressed as an average of 

each five-year period. 

Government expenditure. A percentage of GDP, this was used as an independent variable, 

expressed as an average of each five-year period.  

Inflation. Log (inflation) was used as an independent variable, expressed as an average of each 

five-year period. 

Education. Primary education (% of primary school-age population) was used as an 

independent variable, expressed as an average of each five-year period. 

Quality of governance index. This encompasses four dimensions: control of corruption, 

government effectiveness, regulatory quality, and rule of law. It was used as an independent 

variable. 

Sources and Compilation of Data 

The purpose of this study is to determine whether foreign aid contributed to poverty reduction 

in 49 developing countries3 over the period 1990–2010.i For the purpose of this study, all 

developed and transitional countries were excluded. One observation was taken for every five-

year period of poverty, which expedited data collection and clarified the extent of data change 

in each observation.  

The data on foreign aid were drawn from the Human Development report, which covers 

198 countries over the period 1990–2014. Because the data for poverty cover 163 countries 

over the period 1981–2013, said data of poverty and the total population were downloaded 

from the World Bank’s using PovcalNet (online analysis tool) (n.d.). However, these data have 

observations every three years. Because my data for the independent variable covered the 

period 1990–2010, with observations every five years, this meant omitting two years, 1995 and 

2000. To address this, I took the nearest year of the lost year. 

To measure the aid, I used ODA, based on the Organization for Economic Cooperation 

and Development (OECD)’s Official development assistance (ODA) (n.d.). The OECD defines 

foreign aid as financial flows, technical assistance, and commodities given by governments 

and other agencies that are aimed at promoting economic development and the welfare of 

developing countries, as well as provision grants and “soft” loans that have at least a 25% grant 

component. Because one or more years were missing for some countries, I took the nearest 

year following the lost year. 

The governance data used in this paper to measure the quality of governance were based 

on the Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI), which provide data for over 200 countries 

and territories over the period 1996–2016. The six governance indicators are voice and 

                                                 
3 Indonesia, Laos, Mongolia, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Timor-Leste, Vietnam, Georgia, Kyrgyz Republic, 

Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Nicaragua, Yemen, Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan, Angola, Benin, Burundi, Burkina Faso, 

Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, Congo Dem Rep, Congo Rep, Cote d’Ivoire, Ethiopia, Gambia, 

Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mozambique, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, 

Senegal, Sierra Leone, Sudan, Togo, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe. 
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accountability, political stability, government effectiveness, regulatory quality, rule of law, and 

control of corruption, as denoted by Kaufmann, Kraay, and Mastruzzi (2010). I used only one 

year for the indicators (2005) because, according to Asra et al. (2005), “It is widely presumed 

that governance indicators change very slowly over time,” (p. 8) which means that these 

indicators are time-invariant.  

In the analysis, indices of the quality of governance were used including four of the 

quality of governance indicators used by Asra et al. (2005): control of corruption, government 

effectiveness, regulatory quality, and rule of law. Asra et al. (2005) used the new indices to 

alleviate the problems associated with the high relations between the indicators. 

The data for education were only collected for primary education because this is a key 

factor in reducing and preventing global poverty. The data were based on the gross enrolment 

ratio (GER), which reflects the total number of primary education children regardless of age. 

(GER) can exceed 100% based on insertion of age above and below primary level. 

Unfortunately, not all data were available for all years in some countries, leading me to use two 

measures to solve the problem. First, if the survey at reference year is not available and it 

between two survey year, I took the medium between the missing year in some countries. The 

second solution was to take the statement closer to the missed year if the survey at reference 

year is not available and it is not between two survey year, because the general assumption is 

that education data change very slowly over time. 

Other independent variables were taken from the World Bank (n.d.): per capita GDP, 

infant mortality rate, life expectancy, openness, government expenditure, and inflation.  In 

addition, when the survey at reference year is not available, I used the nearest year following 

the lost reference year. 

In the analysis, I calculated the average of all variables. This helped not only in 

preventing the results for all countries joining together, but also in producing a small table with 

only a few data. Furthermore, because no data were available on poverty reduction, I used the 

absolute value of the change in poverty as a dependent variable of said reduction. The change 

in poverty was typically negative because most countries have experienced poverty reduction 

over time. For example, when a country records a value of the change in poverty as -5, this 

means poverty has reduced by +5. For this reason, change in poverty is a good measure for 

illustrating whether poverty has declined.  

Statistical Methods 

Multiple Regression Models 

The multiple regression model is an extension of the simple linear regression model that 

includes more than one independent variable. The general form of a regression model for the 

K independent variable is: 

 𝑌 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1 + 𝛽2𝑥2 +  … + 𝛽𝑘𝑥𝑘 + 𝜀 

Where Y is the dependent variable and 𝛽0, 𝛽1, 𝛽2 …𝛽𝑘 are the regression coefficients. The 

independent variables are 𝑥1, 𝑥2, …, 𝑥𝑘 and the residual is 𝜀. 

Multiple Regression Model with Interaction Terms 

The multiple regression model of the variables and interaction terms for 𝑘 independent 

variables is expressed in general form below: 

𝑌 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑋1 + 𝛽2𝑋2 + 𝑘 + 𝛽𝑘𝑋𝑘 + ∑ 𝛽𝑘+𝑟+𝑗𝑋𝑗𝑋𝑗+1

𝑝

𝑗=1

+ 𝜀 

Where βs are regression coefficients. The independent variables are 𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑘, 𝑥𝑘 and the 

residual is ɛ. 
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The empirical model includes the variables used in the analysis: 

Poverty reduction equation: 

Poverty reduction = 

 𝛽0 +  𝛽1𝑝𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦 +
𝛽2  log  (𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒) + 𝛽3 log (𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) + 𝛽4𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 +
𝛽5 infant mortality + 𝛽6𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽7 𝑔𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠 +  𝛽8 𝑎𝑖𝑑 +
𝛽9 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝜀  

Poverty reduction without interaction = 

Equation 1 = poverty + log per capita income + log population + life expectancy + infant 

mortality rate + aid + quality of governance4 + government policies5 + primary education 

(Table 1a, 1b) 

Poverty reduction with interaction = 

Equation 2 = equation 1 + aid* quality of governance (Table 2) 

Equation 3 = equation 1 + aid* government policies (Table 3) 

Equation 4 = equation 1 + aid * education (Table 4) 

Equation 5 = equation 1 + aid* quality of governance + aid* government policies 

(comprehensive equation, Table 5). 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Table 1a: Multiple regression of poverty reduction on selected variables 

Model 

Unstandardised coefficients 

Standardised 

coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

 (Constant) -109.412 31.138  -3.514 .001 

Poverty -.104 .084 -.124 -1.237 .224 

Log (per capita income) 2.715 2.361 .103 1.150 .258 

Population (log) 4.771 .983 .414 4.852 .000 

Infant mortality rate .007 .087 .011 .082 .935 

Life expectancy .288 .305 .125 .944 .351 

Primary education (GER) -.045 .062 -.052 -.726 .472 

Aid 1.297 .102 1.027 12.673 .000 

Openness .088 .055 .130 1.612 .115 

Government expenditure -.281 .130 -.177 -2.160 .037 

Inflation (log) -1.464 .868 -.122 -1.687 .100 

Quality of governance -6.112 2.278 -.187 -2.683 .011 

a. Dependent variable: Poverty reduction n = 48, F = 19.115, p < .001; R-square =.850 

 

Table 1b: Multiple regression of poverty reduction on selected variables, with 

backward elimination 

Model 

Unstandardised coefficients 

Standardised 

coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

 (Constant) -83.326 17.497  -4.762 .000 

Poverty -.196 .058 -.232 -3.355 .002 

Population (log) 5.085 .940 .441 5.408 .000 

Aid 1.301 .095 1.031 13.671 .000 

Openness .110 .052 .162 2.125 .040 

Government expenditure -.237 .119 -.149 -1.995 .053 

Inflation (log) -1.456 .845 -.122 -1.724 .092 

Quality of governance -5.140 2.111 -.158 -2.435 .019 

a. Dependent variable: poverty reduction n = 48, F = 30.044, p < .001; R-square = .837 

                                                 
4 Control of corruption, government effectiveness, regulatory quality, and rule of law. 

5 Government policies include openness, inflation, and government expenditure. 
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Table 2: Multiple regression of poverty reduction with aid* governance interaction 

Model 

Unstandardised coefficients 

Standardised 

coefficients 

T Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

 (Constant) -72.383 31.145  -2.324 .026 

Poverty -.091 .077 -.108 -1.184 .244 

Log (per capita income) 1.423 2.200 .054 .647 .522 

Population (log) 3.364 1.020 .292 3.299 .002 

Infant mortality rate -.015 .079 -.022 -.186 .854 

Life expectancy .061 .289 .026 .210 .835 

Primary education (GER) -.039 .057 -.044 -.679 .502 

Aid 1.600 .140 1.268 11.413 .000 

Openness .093 .050 .138 1.864 .071 

Government expenditure -.197 .122 -.124 -1.611 .116 

Inflation (log) -.889 .816 -.074 -1.089 .283 

Quality of governance 3.600 3.938 .110 .914 .367 

Aid* quality of governance -.741 .255 -.461 -2.904 .006 

a. Dependent variable: poverty reduction n = 48, F = 21.743, p < .001; R-square = .879 

 
 

 

Table 3: Multiple regression of poverty reduction with aid and policy interaction 

Model 

Unstandardised coefficients 

Standardised 

coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

 (Constant) -126.565 41.372  -3.059 .004 

Log (per capita income) 3.073 2.386 .116 1.288 .207 

Population (log) 4.997 .975 .434 5.125 .000 

Infant mortality rate .026 .089 .040 .295 .770 

Life expectancy .366 .390 .159 .938 .355 

Primary education (GER) -.023 .064 -.026 -.356 .724 

Openness .112 .097 .165 1.151 .258 

Government expenditure .051 .464 .032 .109 .914 

Inflation (log) -2.853 1.092 -.239 -2.614 .013 

Quality of governance -6.437 2.304 -.197 -2.793 .009 

Poverty -.079 .088 -.093 -.890 .380 

Aid* openness -.003 .007 -.164 -.431 .669 

Aid* government expenditure -.012 .018 -.302 -.673 .506 

Aid* inflation .001 .000 .175 1.634 .111 

Aid 1.615 .504 1.279 3.205 .003 

a. Dependent Variable: poverty reduction n = 48 F =15.966, p <.001; R-square = .868 

 

Table 4: Multiple regression of poverty reduction with aid and education 

interaction 

Model 

Unstandardised Coefficients 

Standardised 

Coefficients 

T Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

 (Constant) -56.785 30.142  -1.884 .068 

Poverty -.090 .072 -.107 -1.242 .222 

Log (per capita income) 1.522 2.051 .057 .742 .463 

Population (log) 4.021 .867 .349 4.638 .000 

Infant mortality rate .011 .074 .017 .150 .882 

Life expectancy .242 .262 .105 .925 .361 

Primary education (GER) -.368 .101 -.420 -3.649 .001 

Aid -1.342 .705 -1.063 -1.904 .065 

Openness .098 .047 .145 2.085 .044 
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Government expenditure -.377 .115 -.237 -3.288 .002 

Inflation (log) -1.507 .745 -.126 -2.024 .050 

Quality of governance -4.702 1.991 -.144 -2.362 .024 

Aid*_education .027 .007 2.173 3.774 .001 

a. Dependent variable: poverty reduction n = 48, F = 24.979, p < .001; R-square = .893 

 

Table 5: Multiple regression of poverty reduction on selected variables and their 

interaction with aid 

Model 

Unstandardised Coefficients 

Standardised 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

 

 

 

(Constant) -60.580 44.035  -1.376 .178 

Log (per capita income) .962 2.288 .036 .421 .677 

Population (log) 3.096 1.105 .269 2.801 .008 

Infant mortality rate .000 .082 .000 .004 .997 

Life expectancy -.004 .377 -.002 -.009 .993 

Primary education (GER) -.028 .058 -.032 -.479 .635 

Openness .023 .093 .034 .250 .804 

Government expenditure -.079 .424 -.050 -.187 .853 

Inflation (log) -1.632 1.078 -.137 -1.514 .140 

Quality of governance 4.941 4.481 .151 1.103 .278 

Poverty -.056 .081 -.066 -.690 .495 

Aid 1.112 .490 .881 2.271 .030 

Aid* openness .008 .007 .459 1.127 .268 

Aid* government expenditure -.005 .016 -.123 -.298 .767 

Aid* inflation .001 .000 .159 1.641 .110 

Aid* quality of governance -.878 .306 -.546 -2.871 .007 

a. Dependent variable: poverty reduction n = 48, F = 18.626, p <.001; R-square = .894 

 

How does foreign aid affect poverty reduction? 

The results are presented in Tables 1–5. Tables 1, 2, 3, and 5 show the determinants of poverty 

reduction. Aid has a strong significance and has a positive and significant impact at a 0.01 level 

of significance. However, Table 4, which shows the estimation of poverty reduction with 

interaction between aid and education, indicates that, with interaction, aid has a positive and 

significant impact, while without interaction, it has a negative and marginal effect. This 

demonstrates that after endeavoring to define poverty reduction in several ways, I found that 

aid has statistically strong effects on such reduction. 

Does the quality of governance affect poverty reduction?  

For this question, I followed a collective approach to governance as employed by Asra et al. 

(2005). This indicator of the quality of governance combines four of six governance indicators, 

including control of corruption, government effectiveness, regulatory quality, and rule of law. 

The use of this index in Equations 1, 3, and 4 shows that the quality of governance has a 

significant effect on poverty reduction but with a negative coefficient; that is, an effect on the 

quality of governance’s ability to reduce poverty, as claimed by Asra et al. (2005). 

How does macroeconomic policy impact on poverty reduction? 

To answer this question by estimating all the regressions, with and without observing the 

interactions, shows that openness helps to accelerate poverty reduction because it has a direct 

impact on most regression, as shown in Tables 1, 2, and 4. However, this effect disappears 

when aid interacts with macroeconomic policy and comprehensive equation variables, as 

shown in Equations 3 and 5. That said, openness is able to have a significant impact on poverty 

reduction through trade, which brings money into a country. 
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The estimation of some of the inflation regressions, with and without observing the 

interactions, shows that it has a direct impact on poverty reduction, but this is a negative 

coefficient as shown in Tables 1, 3, and 4. That is, I consider that inflation can affect poverty 

reduction negatively. Government expenditure is ultimately shown to have an effect on poverty 

reduction and a negative coefficient, as shown in Equations 1 and 4. 

This result is somewhat consistent with those of Asra et al. (2005), wherein they found 

that openness helps to accelerate poverty reduction and has a clear negative effect between 

government expenditure and poverty reduction in all the equations they used. However, their 

result for inflation was different; although they found a negative impact between inflation and 

poverty reduction, this was not statistically significant as in my result. 

To what extent is aid’s effectiveness contingent on the quality of governance in reducing 

poverty? 

The results also show that interactions of aid with the quality of governance are statistically 

significant with negative coefficients. That is, the effectiveness of aid is dependent on the 

quality of governance, as shown in Tables 2 and 5, which means that foreign aid has the 

potential to reduce control of corruption, government effectiveness, regulatory quality, and rule 

of law. This result differs from that of Asra et al. (2005), who found that, although aid does not 

depend on quality of governance, the latter is an important variable in changing the poverty 

level. 

To what extent is aid’s effectiveness contingent on (macroeconomic) policy in reducing 

poverty? 

Some researchers, such as Burnside and Dollar (2000), have claimed that government policies 

on recipient countries’ aid have been one of the main reasons why that aid did not work. Asra 

et al. (2005) studied the robustness of this proposal and, using the regression model, found that 

the effectiveness of aid does not depend on macroeconomic policy. 

Moreover, according to this study, the effectiveness of aid does not stopped on inflation, 

openness, and government expenditure. Thus, when we consider regression interactions of aid 

with the macroeconomic policy, we will attain the same result as that of Asra et al. (2005). 

To what extent is aid’s effectiveness contingent on primary education? 

Given the controversy of education, we can see that the effectiveness of aid in education has a 

positive and significant impact on reducing poverty. Although education has no direct impact 

on poverty reduction, this result changed to be statistically significant and include negative 

coefficients in regression interactions between aid and education. However, although the result 

yielded a positive impact in regression with interactions between aid and education, this result 

was not clear. This is because, when we appraise Table 4, we can observe that the equation of 

education shows a negative effect on aid, while the latter is supposed to have a positive impact 

on poverty reduction. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we analyzed the effect of foreign aid on economic growth, particularly the 

reduction of poverty. The analysis was carried out using data from the World Bank and the 

OECD, as well as appropriate statistical methods. 

The analysis clearly shows that the interconnection between factors determines their 

effect on the dependent variable. Aid, openness, and population have a significant and positive 

impact on poverty reduction, but quality of governance, inflation, and government expenditure 

make a negative contribution. In fact, these variables contribute to 83.57 percent of the 

variations in poverty reduction.  
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The most important result is that aid has a significant and positive coefficient, given that 

te primary objective of the study was to determine whether foreign aid contributes to poverty 

reduction. This result means that aid is effective in reducing poverty, which is in line with the 

findings of Asra et al. (2005). 

The study also indicated that quality of governance has an impact on poverty reduction 

because the significance value is less than 0.05. 

Macroeconomic policy contributes to the change in the poverty level. In fact, the results 

of the regression analysis indicate that only openness has shown a significant and positive 

statistical effect on poverty reduction, while increasing the level of government expenditure 

showed a negative impact. Education does not contribute to any change in poverty level. 

However, in the event of interaction with aid, education becomes an important factor in poverty 

reduction. Furthermore, unlike those of Asra et al. (2005), my regression results indicate that 

the effectiveness of aid in reducing poverty is contingent on quality of governance but that the 

results with the macro policy were identical to those found in (Asra et al., 2005). Thus, the 

conclusion can be drawn, based on the overall study, that foreign aid helps to reduce the level 

of poverty to some extent. 
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TOWARD NEW DYNAMICS OF NAMING IN DUBAI; THE IMPACT OF 

MULTICULTURALISM ON PLACES, STREETS AND GEOGRAPHICAL 

FEATURES 

SAIF ALQAYDI*1 AND JAMAL AL-MEHAIRI2 

ABSTRACT 

Dubai, as one of the United Arab Emirates, (UAE) major cities is considered one of the most 

cosmopolitan cities in the world. In 2018, more than 3.1 million people were living in Dubai’s 

urban regions. There are more than 200 nationalities or ethnics living in Dubai in harmony, 

which underlines the universal nature of the city. The impact of this amalgamation of cultures 

is seen in the wide range of geographical names of some landmarks, regions, streets and 

business spots. People from all over the world have settled down in Dubai, bringing their 

cultures, food, customs and traditions, and blend with a diversity of inhabitants already in the 

city. The geographical naming has become important not only to Dubai’ population, but also to 

visitors who come to visit Dubai. It is clear that due to the nature of Dubai as a global city, 

there is an impact of the global cultures on its geographical naming. 

Keywords: Culture, Geographical names, Landmarks, Governmental roles. 

INTRODUCTION 

There is no doubt that the geographical designation of the places inhabited by man is one of 

the priorities that enables him to deduce it when he comes back again. The name of the 

geographical location has a geographical and human significance to the person who launches 

the name. The geographic names were influenced by several things through which the name 

was given to this geographical parameter. It may be associated with a character or the nature 

of this geographical parameter, e.g. an old water well used by pedestrians or someone who has 

dug it since ancient times. The geographical name could be launched on a landmark that could 

be mountain, Sabkha, valley, plain, habitable or otherwise (UN, 2007). 

 The sub-field of geography of culture considers as one of the main geographical sub-

fields in Human Geography that focuses on studying the man and his environment, culture, 

products and spatial differences. It focuses on the study of language, religion, economy and 

how to deal with the rest of the community who share the same place. There are many areas of 

cultural geography to include hegemony, Westernisation, globalisation and cultural practices, 

such as the release of geographical names on the place, spirit of place, migrations and perhaps 

their effects, as well as the role of colonialism, intellectual and cultural types. 

 Anthropologists determine that culture is a pattern of behavior in human society. It 

contains beliefs, moral principles, language, music and art (Imad, 2006). The importance of 

culture is an important factor in the personality of a geographical place in any human society, 

represented in the living patterns, labels and customs of the community. 

 Many of the world's communities have been affected by human migrations, which have 

brought their culture, hometown names and customs to those new places, and have changed 

the personality of the society affected by these migrations. So, these migrations have created 

new globally mixed cultures that they are living in as part of their society. A good example of 

this is the European migrations that have moved into the new world of North America. 

 Dubai’s geographical naming features have been influenced by the quantitative and 

qualitative development of the population of Dubai over several years. The population of Dubai 
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has grown from 100,000 at the beginning of the 1970s to about 3.1 million in 2018 (DSC, 2018) 

(Figure 1).  

 Dubai covers an area of 4,114 square kilometers (Km), which constitutes 5 per cent of 

the total area of the UAE, with 72 Km coast line. 

Due to the open-market-policy advocated by Dubai government, most of the people 

prefer to settle near the Khor Dubai area, which has historically constituted the nucleus of the 

city’s business and commercial zones. 

 In the early stages of economic development in Dubai, many individuals came to Dubai 

bringing their culture and memories of their original lands to earn, live and work in this region. 

This has led to the stability of many ethnics in different parts of Dubai. These gatherings have 

created a sort of homogeneity in terms of their daily habits, language and practices. Some areas 

have been settled by some from the Indian Sub-Continent, where most of the restaurants and 

popular markets that sell their products are named after their homeland cities, e.g. Kerala, 

Mumbai and Karachi. Also, it is easy to find some roads or commercial interests, which named 

after the presence of some communities or villages of employment of those who settled them, 

e.g. the Indians and the Iranians settled in Al-Bastakiyya (Al Ras) and Dubai Gold Souk as 

their first destination. 

Figure 1: Dubai population 1975-2018 

   Source: www.dsc.gov.ae 

THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS STUDY AND ITS OBJECTIVES 

Everyone who comes to Dubai as a tourist and even as a resident is recommended to visit these 

modern geographical landmarks, e.g. Wild Wadi, Dubai Metro, Legoland, Palm Jumeirah, Burj 

Al-Arab, Dubai Aquarium and Underwater Zoo and Ski Dubai, that have become destinations 

for everyone. Since most of Dubai's population is not Arab, it is easy for them to know the 

‘Walkway’ in their culture or foreign name as ‘the Walk’. The driver, traveler and evaluator 

can call this name and become the denominator. Therefore, the importance of this study is to 

highlight the nature of these names and their impact on the people who live or visit Dubai as 

tourists. Its tries to clarify this concept and the role of Dubai government authorities in their 

attempts to create a mixed cultural environment in the UAE in a global manor to meet the 

requirements of Dubai as a global city, with prejudice to the identity of the UAE and local 

culture. 

 Indeed, there are not that many studies about Dubai’s geographical naming, but other 

studies focus on Dubai’ culture and tourism sectors. In his book Sociology of Culture, (Imad, 

2006, p. 72) he notes that; ‘Man is unique to all creatures in his ability to make culture as part 
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of the human beings and unique cultural characteristics distinguish it from other societies and 

he emphasises that culture is a social and human product, and there is no culture without a 

human being’. The study of Bikramaditya and Choudhary (2018) illustrated the importance of 

Dubai as a spatial transformation city and its geographical knowledge production, which 

handles people from all aspects of life. 

The rabid urbanisation growth in Dubai during the period from 1973-2006 brought prosperity 

to the area of Dubai, as well as attracted millions of people to its newly constructed tourism 

themes as the study of (Fazil and Faridi, 2008) stated, but at the same time this prosperity 

brought some challenges facing the future of urbanisation in the city. The study of Hazbun 

(2004) raised an issue related to the local struggle with the globalisation of tourism as 

alternative source of income, which related to Dubai as a stopover city in international tourism. 

The study of Harvey (1989) could be applied to the nature of Dubai city as a land of 

fortune to many youth who are looking to promote their ideas and explore new ones. 

This is a qualitative study based on data retrieved from government and field visits to 

several places in Dubai, and meetings with people who live and work in Dubai. They come 

from many nationalities and cultures and have settled in Dubai and mixed with its 

neighbourhoods, and created a change in the history and culture of local communities. This 

study is important due to the fact that it discusses a topic of interest to a variety of researchers. 

Also, this study emphasises the influence of new-comers-who settled in Dubai- on the names 

attributed to some of its residential and commercial areas and how international cultures have 

impacted Dubai’s geographical names. 

QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY 

This study attempts to answer the question: is there any influence from the people who settled 

in Dubai at early stages on its given names of some Dubai’s residential and commercial 

landmarks or not? The study assumes that the presence of many of those people and their 

imported cultures may affect the naming launched on some local geographical designations or 

landmarks, whether it is an area or street names or tourist attractions or economic projects, e.g. 

Dubai Mall. Since most of these cultures represent most of the population of Dubai and 

considering the technological development of social media and digital media, which the 

government of Dubai should consider, the study wonders if there is awareness by Dubai’ 

government agencies on this matter. As we all know, the final product of the geographical 

designation is used by developers, citizens or expatriates who deal with it in their daily lives. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND; THE QUALITY OF CULTURES PRESENTED TO 

DUBAI 

Dubai as a trade place was well known during the 1950s and the 1960s. It has been a marina 

and a meeting place for many sea and land trips. The geographical nature of its coastline and 

the creek, which extends to more than 13 kilometers inland, has been attached to the Arabian 

Gulf to be the first creek in the area that was recognised by international marine companies. 

This creek has helped to form the interior anchors on wooden ships (Dhow) from the Arabian 

Gulf, the Indian Sub-Continent and the eastern coasts of Africa. The first policy adopted by 

Dubai's ruler Sheikh Maktoum bin Hasher (1894-1906) encouraged trade and traders, who 

found in Dubai markets the important factor in marketing their trade and re-exporting them to 

the rest of the neighboring countries. The main old area of Dubai is divided into three districts: 

Deira, Al-Raffa’a and Al-Shindagha, with small business areas in those years, as shown in 

Figure 2.  

http://journals.sagepub.com/keyword/Geographical+Knowledge+Production
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Figure 2: Old Dubai residential and business centers in 1950 

 

 
                                 Source: Hodge, Nick, 2011     

Indeed, we can recognised two stages where Dubai geographical names have developed: 

1- The modern era, which began from the 1950s to the death of Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed 

Al Maktoum, former ruler of Dubai in 1990, and considered the first stage of building 

modern Dubai. Sheikh Rashid was focused on the development of long-term strategies 

in the urban development of Dubai, such as the construction of ports, roads, or airport 

and other factors that helped to provide the infrastructure to encourage foreign investors 

to develop trade in Dubai. This period witnessed a growth in the emergence of many 

international companies that settled in Dubai and made it a major center of their 

business activities, which led to an increase in the number of employees. During this 

period, the role of the government was to encourage investors to build and establish 

their business in Dubai and its environs. 

2- The contemporary time of His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, 

taking office in 2006 to the present time. This stage is considered the peak period of 

Dubai’ modern development and construction, and established Dubai as a global city 

in providing services and a modern lifestyle that enabled Dubai to gain its international 

reputation. During both stages, Dubai geographical names were developed to cope with 

the new trends of its modern facilities and meet the newcomer’s expectations. 

THE IMPACT OF GLOBAL CULTURE ON NAMING DUBAI LANDMARKS 

Cultures in Dubai have been influenced by the geographical location of Dubai in particular and 

the UAE in general. Its proximity to some of the neighboring geographical regions such as the 

Indian Sub-Continent, Iran and other Arab countriesm is a transit point for many of these 

cultures to Dubai and then to the rest of the world. Dubai's reputation has also contributed to 

increased demand for living and working. In the year 2017, the UAE, especially Dubai, ranked 

first in terms of the preferred destination for Arab youth to work and live, superior to America, 

Canada and Germany (ASDA'A, 2017). 

There are more than 200 nationalities living in Dubai, most of them from different places 

and bringing their cultures and languages to Dubai. This large and growing number of people, 

who have come to Dubai to visit or stay, need to know where they live, work and their place 

names in an easy and memorable way. Therefore, the government has a great role to play in 

reconciling what is required in the geographical designations of the regions and landmarks in 

Dubai. 
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Dubai is a business center, where its role has been changed and changed by people who 

settled in its districts. In recent years, Dubai’s business shifted from being managerialism to a 

new entrepreneurialism and commercial style that effected government and Dubai residents 

(Harvey, 1989). The impact of Dubai’ global culture can be seen in many ways. Street names, 

theme parks and even residential areas are named in other languages as well as using other 

languages in advertisements to its ongoing projects (Figure 3). 

Figure 3: The impact of culture on Dubai naming 

THE ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT IN THE GEOGRAPHICAL DESIGNATION 

 

One of the most important priorities that the government of Dubai appreciates is the provision 

of security and safety to all residents who live on their land and provide them with many 

services that enable them to live in peace and tranquility. Among the services provided by the 

government is the establishment of regulations and directives that determine the type of 

geographical names which are given to landmarks, facilities, roads and places frequented by 

tourists and residents in Dubai and its environs. These directives have led to the completion of 

several projects for the geographical designation of areas and roads in Dubai and its environs 

The government has also completed a localisation project for all areas of Dubai and its 

environs in 2009, which has had a clear impact on all residents of Dubai. Also, Dubai has 

contributed to the development of its infrastructure in this regard, and not only that, but other 

Emirates such as Fujairah and Ajman participated in the use of this system. The Roads and 

Transport Authority (RTA) divided Dubai city into several districts and sectors with a known 

border for each district to serve better its residents. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF GEOGRAPHICAL NAME TO THE DEVELOPERS 

There are many local and international developers attracted by the growing economic life and 

the investment climate in Dubai to participate in the economic development of the area. These 

developers can be divided into two categories: (a) Groups of locals and other Gulf Co-operation 

Council (GCC) members who have a long tradition of linkage with the Emirate's culture and 

customs. Most of them are trying to use the Arabic culture and Arabic names for their economic 

and commercial projects as a brand, like Ibn Battuta Mall, which may be influenced by global 

cultures to serve their economic interests. Others include Emaar and Dubai Mall. (b) Groups 

of investors representing global developers or newcomers from global cultures who carry their 

cultures to promote them in their new and developed projects in Dubai and its affiliates. These 

investors use some of their homeland names, e.g. Bombay Restaurant, Karachi Taylor and 

Billion Restaurant. In some cases, even some local investors use other names, e.g. Dragon Mall 

is a well-known brand and can be market globally. 
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FACTORS THAT HELPED ESTABLISHING GLOBAL GEOGRAPHIC LABELS IN 

DUBAI 

Dubai is a model of modern cities (global city) that focuses on the use of technology and 

intelligence in all its governmental and private systems. The ‘Dubai Model’ has a great impact 

on the rest of the Arabian Gulf and Arab cities in terms of aesthetics and its pioneer projects, 

but it is often impossible to apply in other cities. The uniqueness of Dubai came as a result of 

its geographical location between the India Sub-Continent and the Far East on one hand, and 

on the other hand its location close to the other Arab countries. Also, it succeeded on mixing 

its residents’ lifestyles with the local communities’ ones, away from the bureaucracy and 

narrow mindedness to create a better life for new Dubai. It might be a good idea to study these 

factors that have an impact on the development of the Emirate of Dubai. The role of the 

authorities in accepting to name some geographical areas with non-Arabic names came as a 

result of the developers’ wishes to call their new projects, e.g. establishments, commercial and 

industrial areas, with their given names.  

Other factors that helped to consolidate these global geographical names include: 

• The importance of the location of the region: since the growth of Dubai as an urban city 

and the adoption of the strategic plan of the government of Dubai in 2015 has taken in 

the coastline south of Dubai and gone in the direction of the inner depth of the desert 

city to Al-Ruwiya on the Dubai-Al Ain highway (Dubai Executive Council, 2015). 

These sites were planned for areas of different uses as a result of the overall growth that 

the city is witnessing. 

• Infrastructure: It is a product of the growth and expansion of various projects, often the 

infrastructure of road and bridge projects linking all geographical regions of Dubai. The 

growth rate of roads projects from 2005 to 2014 was 50% (Gulf News, 2014). 

Infrastructure also includes communications, electricity, water and sewage networks. 

All this has helped to grow the areas and provide a distinct lifestyle that helps in 

population stability. 

• The various means of transportation: Dubai was founded on the idea of providing 

suitable transport for all transients from different directions. Dubai Creek was a major 

factor for the first sea traffic, and a suitable berth for the movement of ships that were 

using Dubai as a trade center for incoming and outgoing goods, especially re-export, 

which was active from the beginning and was one of the main reasons for the 

development of maritime transport and its elements and components in Dubai. Road 

transport, which began with paved roads for motor traffic, was an important factor in 

linking Dubai city with its rural areas and other UAE areas, especially for trade. 

• Public Transport Networks ensure all modern commercial and residential areas have 

been linked by bus transport. Since 2009, the Dubai Metro has been established, linking 

the most vital areas of Dubai city, which helped human mobility, where more than 200 

million passengers used the metro in 2016 (DSC, 2016). After that, the transport 

network helped greatly in the growth of commercial and industrial areas that have 

developed and helped attract residents and investors to Dubai regions. 

• Globalisation: Since the 1970s, Dubai has been the hub of many of the world's cultures 

that were in the city. The different races which lived and worked there had produced a 

blended culture that has later enabled Dubai to be an international city and its 

geographical names were elevated to all parts of the world, thanks to its connection to 

all networks and communications. Globalisation has been distributed in its local 

community and has influenced local and imported culture. 
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THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF DUBAI AND ITS IMPACT ON NAMING 

(GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES) 

Economic growth is one of the most important factors that have significant spatial impacts in 

most cities and countries, with noticeable economic growth in Dubai, which was 4.5 % in 2015 

(DSC, 2016). Dubai's global reputation as an international investment and safe haven zone 

brought in many investors from all over the world. Hence, these investments are based on the 

availability of infrastructure ready for investment. The names of roads, cities, neighborhoods, 

commercial and residential areas must be available and updated until such investments begin 

to settle in the city. 

This encouraged the Government of Dubai to adopt well-thought-out policies that have 

produced numerous programs and provided facilities to investors in Dubai. For example, 

‘Makani’ software identifies the geographical names and addresses to all residential and 

commercial sites in Dubai, and it is one of the successful projects in Dubai. This software 

contributed to the plans of access services to its users, especially the residents of Dubai, to fast 

and easy delivery of their mail and order items. 

 The government of Dubai has adopted an open market policy and reduced dependence 

on oil as a major source of income. The services sector has developed in various forms such as 

banking, transport, communications, medical and educational services, contributing to the 

emergence of new economies that need to develop new economic and industrial zones with 

modern integrated geographical names to speed up the business process. This, in turn, requires 

a system capable of addressing and providing new geographical names for these new areas in 

line with the quality of the activity. 

EXAMPLES OF DUBAI GEOGRAPHICAL NAMING (LABELS) 

The impact of global cultures on Dubai geographical names is obvious and can be noticed in 

many ways, e.g. road and streets names, brands, residential area, and can be divided on the 

regions of Dubai into three types: 

Old areas located in the old city of Dubai 

Looking at old Dubai air photos, it shows that most of the people who came to settle in Dubai 

were found in Deira, Al-Raffa’a and Al-Shindagha. As a result of their geographical location 

and concentration during that time, some Hindis, Iranians and Arabs used special names 

derived from their own cultures using their own languages. This was clear, especially in those 

areas where old comers worked and developed new services at that time, e.g. commercial 

complex, residential or shopping centers that were desirable to name. For example, they named 

particular spots based on the existence of such companies like Khan Sahib, and all labors are 

know this location by this name. This was clear for a company such as Khan Sahib or a workers' 

compound for Khan Sahib. 

The Al-Bastakiya area, for example, was located close to the historical area of Al-Fahidi 

in Bur Dubai, where the Dubai government returned this area to its old name ‘Hamriya’. But 

the name of Al-Bastakiya dates back to Sheikh Maktoum bin Butti's rule in 1904. He followed 

a successful policy of attracting foreign investment. A good example of this was after he 

welcomed the merchants who were settling from the city of Lingah on the southern coast of 

Fars province in southern Iran. Most of these traders are from the Bastak region of South Iran. 

These people were among the first in their migration and stability in Dubai and took an area 

called after their family name in Dubai. 

Their move to Dubai during the 1950s, 1960s and the 1970s was an integral part of their 

trade and culture that influenced the environment of Dubai in that period of time. These were 

the effects of the naming of the area and the manner of trade and types of names of their stores 

in the market of Bur Dubai near ‘Al-Bastakiya’. They used to import commodities that were 
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new to the local community at that time because they were importing goods from the global 

markets, e.g. India and Basra in Iraq. During that period, they used to bring different types of 

goods and sell them in the Dubai market. 

Their houses were still distinct in architecture from Persia and different from the Arabian 

Gulf in terms of shape and elements of houses, especially the presence of ‘Bargil’, the air tower, 

which was previously absent from Dubai architecture. There are still some old names related 

to them that can be found in the paintings of their shops and companies in the market place at 

Bur Dubai. 

After the new planning of the regions in Dubai, the new name was changed to the Al-

Fahidi area because it was called by this name before. Other old areas which show the impact 

of world cultures can be seen at the area of Al-Hudhiba, Al-Jafliya and Al-Satwa in Bur Dubai. 

Visitors to these areas notice the increased number of the Filipino community, which is 

reflected in the business activity, and can be seen in many shops with Filipino names, e.g. 

restaurants, bakeries and supermarkets, as well as banks and money exchange for Filipinos 

(Figure:4). The lifestyle available in these places helps to stabilise and provide services to the 

members of this community. 

Figure 4: The impact of Philippine culture on Dubai Philippine community 

 

 

The 1960s and 1970s of Dubai were a period of limited urban growth, with neighborhoods in 

specific areas of Dubai, where citizens and expatriates were concentrated. The Arab influence 

in that period and the spread of the concept of Arab nationalism and the role of Egypt in the 

Middle East has had a cultural and political impact on Dubai and the other UAE Emirates. 

Some areas of Dubai have been dubbed Arab names on many occasions and events related to 

Egypt's role in its war against Israel. Dubai’s local people, Dubai authorities and other Arabs 

who lived in Dubai during that time played a major role in calling some areas in Dubai after 

Egyptian culture and names, e.g. Port-Saeed, where most of the local people used to live, is 

clear evidence of Arab cultural impact on Dubai’ geographical names. Another example is the 

area name Al-Karamah, (dignity in English) that is named after the battle of dignity that took 

place between the Arabs and Israel in 1968 in the village of Karama in Jordan. The victory of 

the Arabs against the Israelis in that battle had distant Arab dimensions. As a result, Dubai 

named one of its residential area Al-Karama, proud of that battle. To date, the geographical 

name of Al-Karama is one of the most important areas of Dubai in terms of its important 

residential and commercial location. 

New Developing Areas in Dubai 

After the death of Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed Al Maktoum, the urban area of Dubai has witnessed 

significant growth in terms of commercial, industrial and service land use. It has expanded to 

the west and south of the city, and parallel to the West Coast to Jebel Ali and Saih Al-Shuaib, 

bordering with the Emirate of Abu Dhabi. 
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Over the past two decades, the urban growth of Dubai has seen a rise due to the increase 

in the number of people coming to Dubai to work, settle or live. There has been great demand 

for building integrated residential and commercial villages that have changed from the previous 

lifestyle to a modern style. Dubai has already provided a strong infrastructure to help create 

these new neighborhoods and villages to attract foreign investment and to provide housing and 

services in these villages. This step may require using attractive names and foreign ones, e.g. 

the Green Community in Jebel Ali industrial area where one sees street names like Tulip, 

Cherry Wood and Camellia Way. 

The movement of people from one country to another, whether for work, trade, tourism 

or transit, creates spatial changes that the future country responds to in terms of service 

provision, whether it is infrastructure or daily living requirements of residential, commercial, 

restaurants, schools and other areas. This is what happened in Dubai during the last two decades 

in the construction of new urban areas and centers, which converted Dubai to the general 

concept of ‘New Dubai’ located in the southwest part of Dubai. 

Dubai Investment Park 

The complex was established in 1997 and is located in the fifth sector as planned by Dubai 

Municipality. The area is intended to be a commercial, industrial, residential and recreational 

center. The population is estimated at 48,000 people by 2015 (DSC, 2015). Most of the 

nationalities of the region are expatriates, representing European and Asian nationalities due to 

its nature as a commercial, industrial and residential areas. The linking of this area with 

transport elements such as public buses, main roads and Al Maktoum International Airport has 

helped several people and companies to expand their business in this area. 

Therefore, as a result the government's commercial policies planned for this area in a way 

to attract capital and investors by providing all means of new city life, including the 

geographical names, to make those resident feeling at home. It allowed the use of foreign names 

in some sections of these commercial plots to reflect the cultural types and business practices 

in this complex. For example, Green Community: This western name, which points to a green 

area and community, has been built on an area of 67 hectares, with a Western housing building 

style, and provided with all services. Of course, this attracted a lot of foreign families looking 

for a similar environment to their countries in terms of form and content. There are no signs in 

Arabic to translate in this district, and proves the influence of global cultures in Dubai’s 

community (Figure 5). 

Figure 5: Dubai Investment Park 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Source: https://www.hidubai.com 

 

It is clear to see several local street names, e.g. Camellia Way, Begonia Road, Camomile Line, 

Rose Drive (Figure 6). 

https://www.hidubai.com/
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Figure 6: Dubai model of commercial and residential area 

  Source: Google Earth 

Jebel Ali 

The name Jebel Ali is one of the oldest geographical features in Dubai and has been mentioned 

in many ancient geographical references and maps, and it was called Jubail (Lorimer, 1973). 

The establishment of the port of Jebel Ali was Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed Al Maktoum's idea 

and he decided to start construction in 1980, despite the objection from some businessmen and 

his advisers at the time (Heard-Bey, 1996). After the port was built, Dubai witnessed a 

population growth due to the creation of a modern commercial zone in this vital port and its 

impact on the local and international economy, which required using some foreign names to 

serve the international community (Heard-Bey, 1996). Other examples of high expatriates 

concentration in Dubai, e.g. Dubai Marina (Marsa Dubai), Jumeirah Beach Residence (JBR), 

Wadi Al-Safa and Falcon City of Wonder. 

CONCLUSION AND RECOENDATIONS 

By communicating with the people about the geographical names, we see that there is a great 

effort to choose the right name for the right place. But despite these efforts, the geographic 

label and its various European or American schools are transmitted to follow the path that suits 

every country and every culture. In the past, some of Dubai’s residential and commercial areas 

were named after some of the Indian Sub-Continent and Iranian cultures. However, it is clear 

from the above that the cultures that have been reported to Dubai have been influenced by the 

Arab spirit and heritage of the UAE. The majority of the population of Dubai has adapted to 

the Arab and Emirati names, such as Al-Boum Street, Al-Khail Street and Hessa Street. The 

people of Dubai, with their multiple cultures, live in a social harmony with mutual respect and 

common benefits. The multi-culture impact is clear on its economic projects and some of 

Dubai’s residential areas, and its streets naming. 

The Government of Dubai has played a vital role in guiding the economy and creating a 

social environment that contains many diverse international cultures. This is something that 

must be maintained in the coming years, especially as the city will host Expo 2020 to dazzle 

the world with its enormous potential for progress and cultural diversity. Here, we must 

recommend that Dubai should benefit from experiences similar to the geographical names 

applied in some other Emirates, such as Abu Dhabi and Ras Al Khaimah. In the meantime, 

Dubai has its own identity as a global city and it is hard for others to following Dubai’s steps. 
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APPLICATION OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN BANKING AND FINANCIAL 

SERVICES 

SRISHTI MAHENDIRATTA1 

ABSTRACT  

The growing role of artificial intelligence is offering tremendous opportunities for economic 

development.  The digital boom has come across all the segments of the industry and there 

have been many developments in the banking sector and financial markets and services given 

to artificial intelligence. Banking and financial services are now a part of those sectors which 

have adopted the use of machine learning and artificial intelligence. Beyond chatbots, artificial 

intelligence has expanded to a greater level and now it is facilitating banks with more control 

and security along with increased efficiency in delivering services. Advances in technology 

has led to the reduction in any inefficiencies or errors and have reduced the time taken for the 

service to be delivered. The purpose of this paper is to explore the depth of artificial intelligence 

in the banking sector and financial services and to study its impact on the industry. Also, the 

paper includes a comparative study on the growth of certain banks before and after the use of 

artificial intelligence.  

Keywords: Artificial intelligence, Machine learning, Chatbots, Application programming 

interface. 

INTRODUCTION 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the ability infused in the machines which enables them to mimic 

the thought process of human brain.  It is that branch of computer science that aims to build 

machines with brains or intelligent machines.  

Artificial intelligence is also known to be the combination of three advanced technologies 

- machine learning, natural language processing and cognitive computing. Machine learning is 

a field that uses statistical techniques that enables the computer systems or the software 

applications to become more accurate without the need for programming.  Natural language 

processing is concerned with programming computers to process and analyse large amount of 

natural language data. And cognitive computing refers to the stimulation of human thought 

processes in the computer systems, where they use self-learning algorithms to mimic how the 

human brains work. 

In order to make things easier to use and to increase the sophistication of work done, 

humans have taken to continuously develop and advance the technology that enabled them to 

support their daily lives and rather makes work easy for them.  

AlSedrah (2017) says artificial intelligence was first proposed by John McCarthy in 1956 

as his first academic conference subject. Since then, he started revolving around the idea of 

machines operating like human beings. Giving way to his idea, at the time of World War II, in 

Britain mathematician Alan Turing and neuroscientist Grey Walter, tackled with the challenges 

of intelligent machines.  In order to answer the question of whether “machines can think”, 

Turing put his hypotheses and questions into actions by conducting the Turing test and later 

deciding that it is possible to enable machines to think.  

Later developments took place in the form of constructing robots and developing 

softwares that acted as virtual assistants. The first industrial robot was seen in the assembly 

line of General Motors, where it replaced humans and the chatbot developed by Joseph 

Weizenbaum at MIT is capable of holding conversations with humans.  
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There was a hype over the rapid development in artificial intelligence. Many lofty 

predictions were made for its progress. But the development was lagging behind these 

predictions made by advocates like Minsky. This was proved to be true by Shakey the first 

general purpose mobile robot which was able to take decisions about its own actions by 

reasoning about its surroundings. But it was unexpectedly slow even in the areas with few 

obstacles. As it used a spatial map to move forward, so it took him much time to update the 

map as he moved forward.  This was not much acceptable as sometimes a moving object can 

confuse itself by stopping and planning the next move and sometimes for the same reason 

stopping for an hour when puzzled. 

The process of development of AI has not always had a rosy picture. There have been 

several ups and downs in its advancement. It was not much later when AI had to see a downfall. 

By the early 1970s AI was in trouble. A lot of money was invested in the industry only to get 

no reuslts. The US Congress strongly criticised it and in 1973, Prof. Sir James Lighthill gave a 

report over the state of AI in the UK, stating that machines would only ever be capable of an 

‘experienced amateur’ level of chess, which means only simple tasks we in the capacity of the 

technology to perform and any activity like face recognition and common sense reasoning, 

would always be beyond the capacity its ability. Consequently, the fundings in the industry 

showed a drasctic decline. 

During the 1980s, a hope to save the AI industry rose when its commercial value started 

to be realised. Instead of creating general intelligence, the expert systems focused on a much 

specific and narrow tasks that is solving only specific problems. The first successful 

commercial system, known as RI was seen to have been implemented at Digital Equipment 

Corporation helping configure orders for new computer systems. This enabled the corporation 

to save an estimate of $40m a year.  

Apart from this, the main aim of artificial intelligence was to imitate human cognition. 

This problem was cracked when scientist Rodney Brooks published a new paper: Elephants 

Don’t Play Chess.  It was inspired by the advancements in neuroscience. He argued that the 

top-down approach that was to pre-programme the computer systems with intelligent behaviour 

was wrong. He helped in the revival of the bottom-up appraoch to AI, including the long 

unfashionable field of neural networks.  

Later in 1997, Deep Blue, a supercomputer was built by IBM which could take over the 

world’s chess champion Garry Kasparov. It was capable of evaluating up to 200 million 

positions in a second and also think strategically. This was unbelievable and even Kasparov 

thought that a human must have been behind the control. This was the moment when the AI 

age begun.  

As, the 2000s begun, the first robot for home was developed which was an autonomous 

vacuum cleaner called Roomba. It was simply programmed and simple sensors and minimal 

processing power was used. Even then, the efficiency shown was far better than that shown by 

the Shakey robot. 

With this growth in AI based machines and softwares increasingly developed. War 

machines became AI based. Mobile phones adopted speech recognition technology came into 

existence. Today AI is seen is every field. There are dance bots, chat bots, robots that have 

taken the place of factory workers. Now, the time has come where there will be a fight between 

man and machine. (BBC, iwonder [online]) 

APPLICATION OF AI 

Artificial intelligence focuses on symbolic, non- algorithmic problem solving methods. Though 

it is a young field, it has revolutionised the industry beyond anybody’s belief. Particularly, 

weak AI, which is that where programs are developed to perform specific tasks, which is 

deployed for use in myriad fields, has transformed the various sectors of the industry.  
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Some of the fields in which AI is being used are (taken from Shukla and Jaiswal, 2013): 

● Banking 

● Finance 

● Medicine  

● Hospitals  

● Transportation  

● Education 

● E-commerce 

● Security 

● Gaming  

● News, publishing and writing  

● Journalism 

● Heavy industry 

● Telecommunication 

● Aviation 

● Construction  

● Manufacturing  

● Stock exchanges  

All these fields include some well-known discoveries which have changed the way operations 

are done today in the industry. The most popular artificial intelligence programs are the Expert 

Systems, which are computer programs that represent the human mention of artificial 

intelligence which creates vision of electro- mechanical devices replacing human beings. A 

large number of rules and facts make up AI programmes which process the human ideas and 

thoughts in the computer systems that have such intelligence (Mogali, 2014). 

AI uses the techniques such as sophisticated algorithms and language processing as they 

collect and analyse data, patterns and trends. The objective of AI here is to deal with such data 

that a human cannot handle and deal with. It supports and provide information from the large 

data that cannot be separately looked upon by any individual or a group of individuals. AI 

provides facilities and solutions that can go beyond the capacity of human brains and 

intelligence. AI focuses to break the physical and mental boundaries of human beings.  

 

To break these boundaries, AI uses three techniques as a solution. They are:  

• Machine learning 

Defined as the method of designing a sequence of actions to solve a problem, known as 

algorithms. These algorithms tend to increase efficiency of these programs automatically 

through experience only, with limited or no human intervention. It is the ability of software to 
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learn by itself by analysing over time and make improvements from the same analysis without 

any additional programming. 

• Big data analysis 

This is to collect, process and analyse the large amounts of data collected. It is the term used 

for analysis of a very large and complicated data. 

• Internet of things   

This includes the diverse connected devices that are used to collect and communicate data 

(Davis, 2018; Schindler et al., 2017). 

 

Let’s see what the result of application of AI in financial services and banking is. 

Financial Services and banking 

A financial service generally is all the transactions that are financial in nature. It includes all 

the activities involved in the transformation of savings into investment. They can also be 

defined as the products and services that are offered by financial institutions for the facilitation 

of various financial transactions and other related activities.  

The organisations include banks, credit card companies, insurance companies, stock brokers, 

consumer finance companies, investment funds and any other government enterprises. 

There are a number of institutions who are given the role of handling these financial 

services. Some of them are banks, accounting firms, asset management companies, investment 

companies, financial institutions, merchant banks, investment banks, venture capitalists, 

factoring companies etc. In other words, it can be said that services provided by financial 

intermediaries are called financial services (Venugopalan, 2011). 

As per Section 5(b) of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949, ‘banking’ means the accepting, 

for the purpose of lending or investment, of deposits of money from the public, repayable on 

demand or otherwise, and withdrawable by cheque, draft, order or otherwise and ‘banking 

company’ means any company which transacts the business of banking. 

Banks are those financial institutions that channel savings of multitude of people for 

economic investments. They receive deposits from the people and grant loans to those who 

come to them to borrow money on a particular percentage of charge called interest. Apart from 

this, banks also act as  

Types of financial services 

Banks are now not only in the area of delivering traditional services, but have also evolved in 

providing a wide range of services 

The financial services are classified into two groups on the basis of movement of funds 

namely: 

a. Fund based activities 

b. Non fund based activities 

Fund based activities: 

In these activities, the funds are arranged for the customers and institution charges interest on 

the amount of funds utilized.  Example: 

• Portfolio management 

• Capital expenditure or project requirements by the way of term loans or project finance 

or venture capital etc 

• Private equity  

• Dealing in foreign exchange 
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• Angel investing  

• Seed capital 

• Leasing and hire purchase 

• Mortgages 

• Micro credit 

• Retail loans including priority sector lending and agri-finance 

Non fund based activities: 

These are advisory/ ancillary services for which the bank charges a fee or a commission for 

these services. They do not involve outlay of funds. Example of these services are: 

• Managing capital issues 

• Credit card services 

• Project advisory services 

• Merger and acquisition services 

• Bill collection and discounting services 

• Trusteeship services 

• Safe custody of securities 

• Structuring collaborations and joint ventures 

Role of Artificial intelligence in banking and finance 

In payments 

Open Application Programming Interfaces (API) allow stakeholders to collaborate easily. 

After the regulation of Payment Services Directive-2 (PSD2) of Europe, came into effect on 

January 13,2018, the banks and other third party collaborations have been driven to adopt open 

APIs. 

Because of the rise of fintechs in the payments domain along with technology 

advancements and the boosting demand and expectation of customers, banks have been 

motivated to adopt a collaborative approach for both operations and services. 

APIs combine functions and procedures to allow two way data sharing between banks 

and the third parties that secures and expedites the process. They are also important as they 

collect information from different banks which makes it easy for the banks to develop new and 

well advanced services for the customers. 

After the use of the APIs, the number of parties involved in the process of data sharing 

and transactions will be reduced. In present day, the number of parties involved in the process 

are customers, online retailer, merchant acquirer, card schemes and banks. After the 

implementation of the Payment Services Directive (PSD2),( which is the revised European 

Union directive that regulates the payment services and payment service providers) the parties 

involved will decrease to involve only three of these parties namely; customer, online  retailer 

and banks. 

The effect of this implementation will show an increase in the number players in the 

payments industry and hence increasing competition. 

On the other hand, due to the absence of shares APIs, the will be an initiative to develop 

shared API infrastructure to ensure security of the sensitive customer data. 

Help payment service providers (PSPs) in fraud detection. Due to the influence of robotic 

process automation and machine learning, non cash transactions have seen high growth. Along 

with the growth in the transactions, the need for cybersecurity has also intensified with the 

increase in the amount of card fraud losses. 
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High losses due to cyberattacks and expensive existing techniques for fraud detection, 

are forcing PSPs to adopt efficient and secure processes.  

Also, the increased data availability, faster processing systems, and advancement in 

machine learning technologies enabled real time fraud detection which could not have been 

done manually. 

With the use of machine learning and robot process automation, banks can keep a 

continuous check over their processing systems for any possible threats and also to monitor 

activities and applications so that they can deploy the most accurate payment control method. 

In addition to this, it reduces the costs and increases the productivity, allowing the 

payment service providers to create a faster process and a higher data quality. 

The machine learning, identifies and analyse data in real time by using algorithms that 

dig data from customers’ purchasing history simultaneously reviewing patterns of likely frauds 

in order to reduce and prevent frauds and improve risk management. 

The combination of machine learning and robotic process automation allows the payment 

service providers(PSPs) to save cost associated with fraudulent transactions and also reduces 

time and effort put in to catch a fraud. 

 Promote instant payments. Recently, checks and cash have been replaced by the instant 

payments methods. This is because customers are demanding easy and safe ways to deal in 

money. They are demanding more vigorous solutions, so that they can keep a track over their 

intra and inter day liquidity and accordingly manage their transactions. 

Around the world, an increase in the number of initiatives taken to speed up the payment 

process have been seen. Not only are banks adapting to use several instant payments platform, 

but they are also getting their own platforms developed and are leveraging the platform to 

connect to the third parties so that both the retail and corporate customers, can get better digital 

experience and get to use innovative products and services 

The driving force of such development is the is the demand from the customers to get 

instant solutions for their payments clearing and settlement and also that they can track and 

manage their intra and inter day liquidity. Most regulators are in favour of instant payments to 

infuse modern infrastructure and competition in the industry. 

With the wider implementation of instant payments, there will be an opportunity for the 

banks to develop value added services on top of instant payments. 

As well as, a meaningful collaboration between banks and fintech will be seen, as it is 

seen in UK and Netherlands (Garg G., Vudayagiri G., Pillai S G., Sharma R., 2017). 

In credit scoring and loan decisions 

Credit scoring is the method used to measure the risk involved when considering to lend money 

to a potential customer by analysing his credit history. It is a process of evaluating the risk a 

customer poses of defaulting a financial obligation. 

Lenders have relied on credit scores to taken lending decisions. So, the credit scores and 

their evaluation should be accurate. The credit scoring tools that use machine learning are 

designed to speed up the lending decisions as well as potentially limiting the incremental risk.  

These models use tools such as regression, decision trees and statistical analysis to 

generate a credit score using limited amount of structured data.  

AI algorithms are used to draw analysis and decisions from a big database of a 

prospective borrower’s banking transactions, their earning habits, expenditure, spending 

habits, employment history, record of any loans borrowed in past etc. 

These algorithms help lenders to look through the credit profiles of the borrowers and 

take quick decisions. 
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Manually, analysing and deciding become a rather tedious task and also the decisions 

can be delayed due to incapacity of an individual, which can be a risk in case of taking the 

decision on an individual’s credit worthiness. 

Moreover, in the traditional credit scoring model, used in some markets, a potential 

borrower must have sufficient amount of credit information available to be considered for 

calculating a credit score. In the absence of this information, a credit score cannot be generated, 

and a potentially creditworthy borrower is often unable to obtain credit and build a credit 

history. After the use of alternative data sources and the application of machine learning 

algorithms to help develop an analysis of ability and willingness to repay, lenders may be able 

to arrive at credit decisions that previously would have been impossible (Schindler et al., 2017). 

In portfolio management 

With the increase in number of people investing in financial products, the demand for portfolio 

managers is also increasing. Portfolio managers are those experts and experienced individuals 

who make decisions on the funds of individuals and guide them to invest and get returns.  

Portfolio managers have to regularly keep a check over the investments they have made 

and what returns they are getting out of it, so that they can decide whether they should keep 

their funds invested in them or they should reinvest in some other product 

With the use of these techniques, analysts reports can be well standardized in terms of 

content. First, from the investment changes, certain quick judgements are taken. Second, the 

features are filtered according to the specifications of the investment or bank or any other 

product or institution. Third, commonalities are identified through the machine learning and 

according to the commonalities, they are categorised and more accurate scoring of the 

classification of investments can be done. 

After this classification, decisions can be accurately and efficiently taken (Umezu, 2017).  

In risk management: 

Risks like frauds, money laundering, malpractice etc can be detected by using AI to monitor 

any such instances that are likely to have an occurrence of risk. For example, firms analyse the 

customer’s spending data to know about their spending pattern, so that they can make them 

aware about any irregular transactions. 

The technology’s ability to identify market patterns and automate the less complicated 

tasks,  have been put into limelight by National Stock Exchange as an important aspect to their 

aim of minimising risk in trading. 

In wealth management: 

Due to the increase in the use of algorithmic based portfolio management advice, the wealth 

management firms which do not have much knowledge about technology used here, are on the 

verge of getting obsolete. It has become vital for every wealth management firm to adopt 

machine learning to facilitate rational and rather quick decisions for the customers. 

The predictive models use machine learning to analyse data and draw patterns that can 

help  investors choose the right product for their portfolio, and are also made aware about the  

price fluctuations in the future. 

In order to formulate an efficient plan that caters to the needs of the customers, a 

customised analysis that considers the customers’ salary, savings and spending is required. The 

AI-based systems use this data and puts into the formulae to get an appropriate and accurate 

plan as per the customers’ needs (Goudarzi,et al., 2016). 
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Transactions: 

AI technology is being used to facilitate transactions. The virtual assistants or the chatbots that 

use the voice recognition technology, are a way to simplify the verification processes and 

remove any extra steps from the process and also allow the transactions to be secure as these 

chatbots or virtual assistants are integrated with the bank applications, allowing them to be 

directly connected with banks. 

Chatbots are being introduced by a large number of financial service firms often as a part 

of their mobile application or social media. The current use of chatbots is simple as it provides 

balance information and alerts to the customers or answer simple questions.  Not only do the 

customers benefit but financial institutions can also benefit by gaining information about their 

customers based on interactions with chatbots.  

Though the outdated infrastructure for client data storage has slowed the development of 

chatbots in financial institutions, in many areas of the world, Asian financial institutions have 

developed more sophisticated chatbots with are currently in use (Goudarzi et al., 2016; 

Schindler et al., 2017). 

Study on banks using AI 

An analysis of how leading banks of America,(as ranked by the Federal Reserve) are using 

artificial intelligence and how is it benefitting them. The ranking of these banks have been done 

on the basis of their size. JPMorgan Chase, to be the largest. 

JPMorgan Chase: 

The largest bank of United States of America, has said to have invested in technology. They 

allotted a budget of more than $9.5 billion for technological advancements. This shows how 

important is technology in the field of banking. They have decided to maintain the focus on 

optimizing the existing technology. Along with this, cybersecurity and protection of the firm 

and customers is also their objective. 

In 2016, their core strategy included the improvisation of the software development 

productivity and to adopt cloud infrastructure.  

In the same year, they had established a center excellence within Intelligent Solutions to 

explore and implement a growing number of use cases for machine learning applications across 

the firm. 

For example, they introduced COiN, a contract intelligence platform that uses 

unsupervised machine learning to analyze legal documents and to extract important data points 

and clauses. Initially when this technology was implemented, they could extract 150 relevant 

attributes from 12,000 annual commercial credit agreements in seconds as compared to as 

many as 360,000 hours per year under manual review.  

Apart from this they have also used machine learning in investment banking. They have 

introduced Emerging Opportunities Engine in 2015, that helps identify the best strategy for 

investment for the customers based on the automated analysis of their current financial 

positions, market conditions and historical data. Given to the success of Emerging 

Opportunities Engine in Equity Capital Markets, they are expanding in other areas like Debt, 

Capital Markets, with the similar base of predictions on client financial data, issuance history 

and market activity.  

Moreover, they have successfully piloted a virtual assistant technology to respond to 

employee technology service desk requests through a natural language interface. They  rolled  

out this technology in 2017 to help them initially triage over 120,000 service tickets, and are 

planning to expand its capacity to serve even more of the 1.7 million annual employee requests. 

With the implementation of this technology, the bank has seen significant benefits with 

respect to saving time and cost. 
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In 2016, automated code scanning and deployment tools resulted in savings of nearly 

120,000 developer hours –and, over the next few years, they are expecting to deliver more than 

90% of their  software in a fully automated way (JPMorgan Chase, 2016). 

Wells Fargo: 

Under the leadership of Avid Modjtabai, the use of innovative technologies in the company 

has increased since 2017, to create value for consumers and businesses along with the increased 

efficiency for their internal operations.  

In this year, they had rolled out many technologies which included the card-free access 

for 13000 of their ATMs; Near Field Communication, or NFC, at more than 50 percent of their 

ATMs for the authentication of account holders to allow them card- free access using a mobile 

wallet; Zelle,  which is a digital payment platform allowing instant person to person payment 

option embedded in their mobile and online banking experience. Since March 2017, more than 

5 million card-free ATM transactions have been done by the customers and since June 2017, 

Zelle has been used to transfer $10 billion in person to person payments.   

In November, they had launched Intuitive Investor digital Wells Fargo Advisors accounts 

for the evolving investors.s. This offering combines innovative investing technology with 

phone based advice, giving customers affordable access to personalized investment portfolios.  

Apart from all these implementations already, they are planning to launch several more 

such technology applied services. The company is looking forward to introduce some more 

exciting innovations in 2018. 

They are planning to nationally launch Online Mortgage Application which combines 

the company’s data with a digital interface to know the existing customers of Wells Fargo. It 

used a third party hosted technology that allows the customers to submit an application 

electronically attach documentation from Wells Fargo or other lenders. The customers will 

only have to fill up or provide the data which is missing in the application.  

Greenhouse which is a new low cost mobile banking experience is also set to rollout.  

This is mainly for people like students who are new to banking or those who have several 

different sources of income. Greenhouse works as a combination of two accounts; one for 

weekly spending which is connected to a debit card and the other dedicated to saving and 

paying bills. It also shows the spending trends, personalized insights based on artificial engine 

and helps the customers to track their money inflow and outflow to reach their financial goals. 

This is a customized and personalized application which suits to every applicant’s individual 

situation.  

They are also improving how the information is kept secured to protect their customers. 

They believe that the true value of innovation is when technology provides transparency and 

more control to the customers so that they succeed financially. 

This is how Wells Fargo is making changes by implementing machine learning in 

providing services (Wells Fargo, 2017). 

Bank of America: 

In 2016 the company had allotted a budget of $3 billion to the innovations and the Annual 

Technology Innovation Summit held in Silicon Valley “to explore potential partnerships, 

discuss trends and solve some of today’s challenges” has shown how the company maintains 

an overall view of the latest innovations in fintech.  

Since a decade now, the Bank of America Corporation has been facilitating their 

customers with mobile banking.  With the launch of their financial virtual assistant, that uses 

artificial intelligence and data to help their customers become financially independent. The 

name of this virtual assistant is erica. Erica assists the customers through voice and text and 

will help them in fulfilling their banking needs like transferring money, finding key account 
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information etc.  Also, the customers will be able to keep a track of their spending trends and 

upcoming payments or bills.  

Also, it assists customers in being secured by notifying them about where their card was 

used and what payments are made, also she reminds them about the upcoming subscriptions. 

By this they can reach their savings goal. 

As a result of years of investment made into digitising the banking services, Bank of 

America has become the digital banking leader with 35 million digital customers including 25 

million active mobile banking users.  In 2017, their mobile banking app became the first to be 

certified by J.D. Power. These customers logged in to our mobile app more than 1.3 billion 

times in 2017.  

Apart from this, millions of transactions have been done daily by the customers of this 

bank. More importantly there has been seen a significant growth in person to person payments. 

They are leading in payments via Zelle. Approximately 60 financial institutions are involved 

with Zelle network, but the contribution of the bank is almost a third of all the transactions of 

the total in 2017 was conducted by the customers of Bank of America. These payments were 

double in 2017.  

The Zelle capability is integrated into Bank of America’s mobile app and allows the 

customers to make payments easily and securely. This adoption enhances customer experience 

and helps the banks reduce the cost and risks associated with cash and check transactions.  

With the improvement in 4500 financial centres and many digital platforms, it has been 

possible to redefine retail banking and improve customer experience. Digital sales comprise of 

30 percent of total sales. 

The number of customers that bank with them through mobile only have crossed the 

number of those who bank with them through desktop or medium. They are logging in at a rate 

of over 100 million sign-ins per week (Bank of America, 2017).  

 This shows that artificial intelligence is a pivotal development and much required today 

with the increasing demand of customers and for institutions to sustain the increasing 

competitive environment. 

CONCLUSION 

Artificial intelligence is changing the way businesses take place today. In the banking and 

financial services sector, it has contributed in creating more efficient business processes, offer 

more specific and personalised services and much more. With the increase in digitalisation, 

security requirements has also seen an increase. AI also helps in safely storing the customer’s 

personal data so that they can be devoid of any kinds of frauds. Artificial intelligence is said to 

change the way in which banks function and the other services are provided by them. There 

are many such services that might not reach the customer on time due to human constraints, 

but all those can be reached to them by the way of implementation of artificial intelligence in 

this sector. This is a developing area and with more research on the implementation of machine 

learning and infusion of technology in the financial services delivered to the customers, will 

become smooth and technology trends would touch a totally different level to serve their needs. 

It is just the early days now but with more development in technology, the day is not far till we 

have robots at our service. 
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DISCOVERING OPEN INNOVATION PRACTICES IN SMALL AND MEDIUM 

ENTERPRISES IN MALAYSIA 

DR. FARARISHAH ABDUL KHALID1 AND AMINUDDIN AHMAD KAYANI 

Traditionally, research and development (R&D) has been instrumental in large firms in their effort 

to acquire new technology and developing new products. This practice has somewhat changed 

over the years as the cost of R&D proves to be a sacrifice not many organizations are willing to 

take. Small and medium enterprises resort to less expensive ways to achieve this, although they 

may not obtain the same magnitude of success. The Open Innovation (OI) model opposes 

traditional models (i.e. closed innovation) where research and development is performed internally 

and later rolled out onto the market. Instead, OI is a paradigm for considering how organizations 

expand their innovation efforts beyond their own boundaries by utilizing inbound and outbound 

knowledge flows to improve the success of these efforts (Chesborough, 2006a). Simply put, OI 

posits that internal research and development are elements that come from the market itself and 

from society in general. This means that valuable ideas can come from inside or outside the firm 

(Chesbrough, 2003). OI can help them leverage the power of outside knowledge and resources to 

drive innovation forward. Small companies use OI by looking for alliances as the most effective 

way of conducting inbound and outbound innovative activities (Bianchi et al., 2012). However, 

extant literature indicates that there is a lack of understanding and practices amongst SMEs on 

what OI is all about and the potential that it can bring to the companies. There needs to be a 

common understanding amongst SMEs that the future of innovation is about merging internal and 

external resources in order to bring out better innovation faster. West and Bogers (2017) stated 

that the use of OI by small, new, and not-for-profit organizations as well as the linkage of 

individual actions and motivations to OI should be examined. This paper presents a conceptual 

approach in understanding OI practices amongst Malaysian SMEs. It employed focus group 

discussions involving 8-10 SMEs from various sectors to identify indicators of OI practices in the 

SMEs. Findings of this research will shed light on the current OI practices amongst Malaysian 

SMEs and their perception on OI in general. 
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IS RAMPANT INFLATION A REAL THREAT UNDER A TRADE WAR 

ENVIRONMENT? 

DR. DOINA VLAD2   

This paper analyzes the nature of associations between monetary variables, behavioral factors, 

trade related factors, and inflation rates in United States. Monthly data used in the research portion 

of this paper was retrieved from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, Economic Research 

database (FRED) covering the period between January 1985 and April 2018. The testing 

methodology used was the Least Squares Method, and most of the variables considered in the 

model showed statistical significance at the 1% level. 
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Monetary variables (M1 and M2 money supply) show direct associations with inflation rates 

(coefficients were positive and statistically significant at 1% level), which proved a positive 

correlation between money printing and inflation rates. The practical implication for policy makers 

should serve as a signal to slow down flooding the market with too much currency that might 

eventually trigger inflation, especially in an economic environment where new developments, like 

a trade war, are present. Moreover, the presence of higher tariffs on many imports could accelerate 

the inflation process through the higher production costs being transferred to the consumer through 

higher prices. Consequently, if there should be a recession in the future, the same measure of 

Quantitative Easing implemented to help escape recession in 2008, might not be the appropriate 

tool because of the inflation threat associated with an on-going trade war. 

The trade weighted US dollar index is a weighted average of the foreign exchange value of 

the U.S. dollar against the currencies of a broad group of major U.S. trading partners. Based on 

the explanation given by the Federal Reserve System’s website on the index construction, if a 

currency depreciates continuously (sometimes because of high inflation in the country), the 

exchange rate index that includes that currency will continue to increase. Consequently, 

depreciation in US dollar value will trigger an increase in the index’s value and an increase in 

inflation, so inverse relationships are expected. 

After running the regression, the trade weighted US dollar index coefficient proved to be 

negative and statistically significant at the 1% level, so the results suggested strong correlations 

between the decrease in dollar value (possibly due to higher prices and decrease in purchasing 

power of the dollar), and higher inflation rates.  

The manufacturing confidence factor is very much related to the trade activity and its 

regression coefficient was negative and statistically significant at the 1% level. This finding 

showed a strong correlation between the negative perceptions (in this case) on the future of 

manufacturing in US, given the new legislation on increased tariffs on imports, and the upward 

trend on inflation rates. 

In conclusion, this is new territory for the US, with increased tariffs and retaliation by several 

countries, possibly pushing inflation upward. For practical policy implementations by the 

American Government, the findings of this paper should serve as a red flag to avoid a trade war at 

all costs. 

Keywords: trade, inflation, manufacturing. 

 

4-CL03-1029 

IMPACT OF PRICING STRATEGIES ON CONSUMER PERCEPTION 

MS. SADAF HAYAT3 AND DR. MUHAMMAD IMTIAZ SUBHANI 

The main purpose of this research is to identify the impact of pricing strategies on consumer 

Perception. The study shows how a consumer reacts towards different pricing strategies. Six 

variables were analyzed in this study, which are bundled, everyday low pricing, variable, 

Odd/psychological, promotional and dynamic pricing which are independent variables and 

Consumer’s perception is dependent variable. A qualitative approach is used for data collection, 

and questionnaires were filled by the Respondent. It was concluded that all these variables have a 
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significant impact on the dependent Variable that is the consumer’s perception about pricing 

strategies. 

 

6-CL15-1735 

THE INFLUENCE OF ENTREPRENEURIAL COMPETENCE AND SOCIAL MEDIA 

MARKETING ON SME'S COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE ON PROVINCE OF SOUTH 

SULAWESI, INDONESIA 

DR. ABDUL RAZAK MUNIR4   

Small and Medium Enterprise is (SME) is one of the most types of businesses in Indonesia. The 

growth of SME’s continues to increase from year to year which also reduces unemployment and 

poverty in Indonesia. The traditional business which can only be done conventionally now can 

also be done online. With the development of the internet, this time had made the distance and 

location do not become an obstacle to business activities such as Social Media Forum. It attracts 

the actors of SME’s to make social media as a media campaign. 

The aims of this research are to find out the effect of entrepreneurial competence and social 

media marketing on SME’s Competitive Advantage at South Sulawesi Province, Indonesia. 

Population in this research are SME’s on South Sulawesi Province, Indonesia. Accidental 

sampling used with minimum 110 respondents. Data were collected using questionnaire and 

documentation studies. Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) was used to analyze data in this 

research. 

The result shows that; 1) Entrepreneurial Competence has a significant and positive effect 

on SME’s Competitive Advantage, 2) Social Media Marketing has a significant and positive effect 

on SME’s Competitive Advantage, and 3) Entrepreneurial Competence and Social Media 

Marketing positively and simultaneously affect SME’s Competitive Advantage at South Sulawesi 

Province. 

 

7-CK26-1811 

HOUSING TENURE, HOUSING POLICIES AND SOCIAL STRATIFICATION IN OLD 

AGE: THE CASE OF SPAIN 

DR. IRENE LEBRUSAN5   

Housing tenure, housing policies and social stratification in old age: the case of Spain When 

income decreases, property ownership is presented as the most effective way to combat poverty. 

During old age, homeownership with no mortgage is consider not just an active which provides 

enhancements to security and stability (Tatsiramos, 2006), but it can be used as an exchange asset 

in case of need (Montes de Oca, 2011) and a resource in case of care needs. Furthermore, it can be 

a way to avoid an unwanted institutionalization (Costa-Font, Gil & Mascarilla, 2006 and 2010). 

Some countries would have opted for the promotion of this type of tenure as a strategy to reduce 

the cost system of the welfare state. This is the case of Spain, which has come to be known as the 

"Mediterranean model" (77,8% of Spanish are homeowners). The homeownership rate has been 

considered a cultural expression. But, is this housing tenure a way to avoid poverty and 
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vulnerability in old age? To answer this question, first it is created a vulnerability index from 

Census of housing 2011 (last available date). Secondly, the presence of residential vulnerability in 

the different tenure regimes among those over 65 is analyzed through statistical measures. The 

results discuss not only the generalized idea that being a landlord without outstanding payments is 

a way to avoid vulnerability in old age. Although it is true that these owners have a lower 

vulnerability index than non-owners, the form of access to property represents a big influence, 

while being homeowners doesn’t save us from suffering extreme risk. What is proven is that the 

promotion of property by public policies generates a new form of social stratification that can have 

a more inequitable effect than social class: . housing tenure has become another form of social 

stratification that has effects throughout the life cycle, with a greater impact on the quality of life 

in old age. 

 

8-CL12-1692 

DIRECTORS’ LIABILITY INSURANCE AND INVESTMENT-CASH FLOW 

SENSITIVITY 

DR. YUWEI WANG6; AND CHIA-WEI CHEN 

We examine the association between directors’ liability insurance and investment-cash flow 

sensitivity with listed firms in Taiwan. We find that directors’ liability insurance increases the 

investment-cash flow sensitivity. Specifically, insured firms are more likely to have excessive 

investment than uninsured firms given the same level of cash flow. This is the result of managerial 

opportunistic behaviors fueled by moral hazard inherent in directors’ liability insurance. Although 

managerial opportunism could certainly increase the likelihood of corporate wrongdoing, our 

results show that it could be mitigated by having improved regulation or corporate governance. 

 

10-CL01-1590 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION : A BLESSING OR A CURSE? 

PROF. ANETTA CAPLANOVA7   

Recently, large part of the intellectual property literature has focused on the limitations and 

challenges of intellectual property protection, which has been brought by the technological 

changes, globalisation processes as well as by the developments of legislation and regulation at 

regional and international levels. The discussion of the optimal mix between the protection of the 

intellectual property rights so as to encourage investment in R&D and to ensure adequate return 

from innovation at one end, and the social and private benefits steaming from externalities from 

an open access to new knowledge and innovation at the other end, has especially attracted a lot of 

attention. It has also been reflected in the practical initiatives to ensure open access to innovation, 

which appeared in different settings and contexts. This issue has increasing social and policy 

relevance in the period of Industry 4.0, when existing networks facilitate virtually costless spread 

of information across the globe and the IPR protection has exceeded national and regional 

boundaries and has become a truly global problem. In the first part of the paper, we review the 

literature related to the core issues of intellectual property protection in the current period. In the 
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second part of the paper, we focus on the analysis of the status quo of the intellectual property 

protection in the Central and Eastern European region. We use the original data from the sample 

of Central and Eastern European researchers collected in the repeated surveys. The respondents 

come predominantly from technical disciplines, where the protection of new ideas and innovation 

has become especially complex.  Given the fact that the data have been collected over several past 

years, we are also able to detect some dynamics and changes in the perceptions of these issues 

among the respondents. Based on the review of the literature and on the analysis carried out, we 

formulate conclusions aimed to contribute to the ongoing IPR protection debate and we discuss 

recommendations related to develop optimal ways of IPR protection/access policies.  

 

13-CK01-1584 

MANAGEMENT OF BEHAVIOR AND EMOTIONAL DISORDER FOR CHILD 

INTEGRATION IN SOCIETAL FUNCTIONING : IMPLICATION FOR TEACHING 

AND LEARNING 

DR. FLORENCE UNDIYAUNDEYE8   

There is a general acceptance that children with behaviour and emotional disorder have the 

challenge in social integration with their peers in societal functioning.  Understanding the nature 

of these challenges are explained in specific strategies and designed to encourage a better 

competency in those skills required to achieve effective social integration.  Even though there is 

no clear evidence of how these strategies are successful, there are originators of ways for future 

analysis and inference by researchers and provision of measures for specialists in measuring 

learning outcome.  Children who are not coping with emotional and behavioural disorder, 

academic problems and severe disturbances in relationship with their caregivers could not be 

assimilated in an inclusive educational setting to place children with emotional and behavioural 

disorder in regular education, facilities must be provided for early and intensive interventions for 

children at risk for or diagnosed with emotional behaviour disorder to include academic and 

parental components.  It is very cogent that education for children with emotional and behavioural 

disorder only offers a place for difficult children to learn and aim at promoting a healthy emotional 

behavioural development.  Even though it is not the core responsibility of school, it does have a 

contributing role in the upbringing of children since children spend majority of their time within 

the walls of school.  To develop strategies used in the educational and behavioural development 

of children with emotional and behavioural disorder, interventions in schools could therefore 

include applying principles of the methods used to reduce dysfunctional behaviour in children such 

as offering a supportive, responsive and  consistent environment in which positive behaviour is 

encouraged and problem behaviour is limited.   

Keywords: Management of behaviour disorder, child integration, teaching and learning and 

societal functioning. 
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14-CK22-1715 

THE BUSINESS NETWORK OF BAJAU TRIBE SEA FISHERIES AND LEGAL 

PROBLEMS IN INDONESIA-MALAYSIA BORDER 

DR. TASRIFIN TAHARA9 AND PROF. DINNA DAYANA LA ODE MALIM, SH, MH 10   

People who live on the sea, Bajo, Bajau or Sama Bajo are also one of the tribes that spread to 

various parts of the reef in several countries in Southeast Asia. Thus far no one knew for certain 

and it is needed an in-depth study from various perspectives of science. But one thing that is 

certain, because of their remoteness during history, the Bajo people carry traces of population 

movements that inhabited Southeast Asia about two thousand years ago. Name Bajau is found in 

the waters of the Makassar Strait (on the Sea Island and the east coast of Kalimantan, around 

Bontang and further north); in the Gulf of Bone; in the area of East Nusa Tenggara; in the Banggai 

Islands; in Tomini Bay (especially in the Togean and Torosiaje Islands); in North Maluku (Bacan 

and Halamahera Islands); in the waters of the Sulawesi Sea both the coast of North and Southeast 

Sulawesi; and East Kalimantan and the Sulu Islands. The reach of the Bajau crossing covers all 

Indonesian waters. In addition, Bajau or Bajo as place names are also found in the Anambas Islands 

in the South China Sea, the eastern part of Sumbawa Island, East Coast of Kalimantan. Therefore, 

the conclusion is that the Bajau people roam throughout the archipelago, even though it is now 

only known in the eastern part, in Sabah and the Sulu Islands. 

The Indonesian sea area is the economic arena of the Bajau tribe, bordering 10 countries, 

namely India, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam, the Philippines, the Republic of Palau, 

Australia, Timor Leste and Papua New Guinea (PNG). The sea border area in general is in the 

form of the outer islands which number 92 islands and include small islands. Some of them still 

need more intensive management because they have a tendency to problems with neighboring 

countries that interfere with national security defenses such as piracy, human trafficking, 

smuggling, and others. The study conducted by Kazufumi (2017) in the vicinity of the southern 

Philippines, Sabah coast, Malaysia, and eastern Indonesia spread one of the maritime tribes in 

Southeast Asia with an estimated population of 1,100,000, many Bajau people live along the coast 

and on islands that have networks both socio-cultural, socio-economic networks and others. This 

paper will describe the contribution of the Bajau people who have been neglected and have a 

network of marine fisheries business between countries in the framework of culture and legal 

issues between countries they face. 

Keywords: Bajau, Economic Business, and Legal Problems 

 

17-CK18-1798 

HUMAN IDENTITY IN YEAR MILLION: FOCUSING ON KAREL CAPEK’S ROBOT 

AND THE BRITISH TV DRAMA, HUMANS 

DR. EUNHYE KIM11   

Karel Capek is one of the prominent Czech writers who was deeply interested in human identity. 

He wrote Robot (Rossum’s Universal Robots) in 1920 and criticized the human attitude to make 
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robots for their convenience, finally being destroyed by the very creatures. In this play, the word 

‘robot’ which means ‘labor’ in Czech was used for the first time in the world and Capek shows his 

deep insight into the essence of human life. The final scene of this play shows new AI humanoid 

robots that have human consciousness and can love others, which means there is at least a positive 

hope for the future of our world. Humans is the popular TV drama in England which shows the 

multi-layered aspects of our lives with AI with consciousness. It depicts various families and deals 

with ambiguous conflicts and the uncanny feelings of the characters which are quite thought-

provoking for us. According to the director’s word, the theme of this drama is “what happens when 

these Synths are given the right to consciousness and their own free will?” that will be the most 

important question for us soon or later. Even though these two works deal with the negative side 

of our future, both have the same theme as well as a bottom line; ‘love’ which makes us feel alive 

and gives hope is the most important thing that we should keep in the future. 

Keywords:  Karel Capek, Humans, Year Million, AI, Posthumanism, Transhumanism, Synths 

 

18-CK24-1792 

INDIAN POST-PARTUM CARE: A-RANDOMISED TRIAL TO IMPROVE MATERNAL 

HEALTH SIX WEEKS AFTER BIRTH 

MRS. REKHA CHAUDHARI12; AND DR NEHA SHARMA, WARWICK RESEARCH 

SERVICES UK 

After the child birth most women experience major health issues such as depression, severe 

fatigue, back pain, perineal pain, mastitis, urinary or faecal incontinence, sexual problems and 

relationship problems with partners. That all lead to poorer emotional and mental health and factors 

contributing isolation, exhaustion and physical health problems.  ‘Sava Mahina (5-week period) is 

a traditional practice for postpartum women in India, which include special diet, lifestyle and 

supportive care. The current multicenter randomized controlled trial (RCT) aims to evaluate 

outcomes of Sava Mahina interventions in Indian postpartum women. 

Methods/Design 

The current multicenter RCT was conducted in Rajasthan, Haryana and Punjaab, which locate in 

northern parts of India. Women who attend routine pregnancy diagnosis in hospitals or maternal 

healthcare centers were invited to take part in this study. 160 women who meet our eligibility 

criteria were recruited and randomly assigned to the intervention group (n  = 80) and the control 

group (n  = 80). A three-dimension intervention strategy measured individual postpartum woman, 

their family members and health care providers, utilized to maximize the effectiveness of 

intervention. Regular visiting and follow-up were done in both group; nutrition and health-related 

measurements were assessed both before and after the intervention. 

Results 

To our knowledge, this current study is the first RCT which focus on the effectiveness of traditional 

Indian postpartum care on reducing the postpartum diseases and improving health status in 

postpartum women. There has been significant difference reported in Post-natal depression 

(p<0.001), Physical and social component of quality of life measures (p<0.001; p<0.01) and 

breastfeeding support (p<0.05). Intervention group reported to have better family and social 

support.  

Conclusion 
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Traditional Indian past partum care can reduce the incidence postpartum diseases and improve 

health status due to a balanced diet and reasonable lifestyle in comparison with the control 

condition.  

 

20-CK28-1689 

EMOTIONAL LABOR EXPERIENCED BY WORKERS WHOSE STATUS 

MARGINALIZED IN KOREAN SOCIETY: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS BETWEEN 

APARTMENT SECURITY WORKERS (JANITOR) WORKING IN GANGNAM 

APARTMENTS AND THOSE WORKING IN PUBLIC RENTAL HOUSINGS 

MR. YOUNG YOON WON13   

Workers whose status marginalized in a society and their emotional labor provide a reliable 

measure for the maturity of the society. Therefore, this research was set out to explore the 

emotional labor experienced by apartment security workers (janitors) working for tenants with 

high SES as compared to those with low SES. Having run an independent sample t-test, a tenant-

security worker interaction in affluent Gangnam apartment differed from that of public rental 

housing. Those who were working in public rental housing had shown to be more dissatisfied and 

had more unpleasant experiences—or mistreatment—with their tenants. A correlation analysis 

showed that the workers’ desire to quit is strongly associated with unpleasant interaction with—

or mistreatments by—their tenants. Also, when examined the security workers’ characteristics, 

those who perceived their tenants as pampered children were less likely to resist tenants’ unfair 

demands. 

 

22-CK13-1628 

WATER CRISIS MANAGEMENT- TRADITIONAL APPROACH: A CASE STUDY OF A 

VILLAGE IN SABARKANTHA DISTRICT OF GUJARAT 

MS. ROMA PATEL14   

Water is one of the most important compounds in an environment. The global demand for portable 

water has been increasing at the rate of 1% per year as a result of population growth, economical 

development, change in consumption patterns and other factors. Now a days it is becoming 

extremely important to use water in the amount we wish or where we wish. Although industrial 

and domestic demand for water will increase faster but agriculture will remain the largest user. 

Water is a scarce resource, it is very critical to social and economical development and directly 

affects the behavior of the society. This paper focuses on the importance of traditional(social and 

economic) approaches for the management of water crisis.North Gujarat is naturally endowed with 

one of the richest aquifers of India but it's uncontrolled exploitation for irrigation has resulted in 

many undesirable consequences. The focus is here on the  village of Sabarkantha district of Gujarat 

through questionnaire based case study on WATER CRISIS MANAGEMENT. It mainly focuses 

on the traditional methods and approaches by three groups that is men, women and children 

individually(approx 10-15 ) and role played by them in crises management. Although we are in 

technology driven era and there are number of Government  policies for water crisis management, 
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the rural community still follows the traditional methods since ages and continuing the same efforts 

that are sustainable. There is need for an integrated approach encompassing social, traditional and 

environmental policies. 

 

23-CK16-1763 

IMPACT OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ON JOBS 

MR. VARUN PUROHIT15   

Automation in the past, has substantially increased the productivity and efficiency of firms. But 

the question is whether they have caused substantial job loss? If that was the case then the figure 

reflecting more than 3% global employment growth (y-o-y) in past 6-7 years would not have been 

possible. Another argument that the population has also increased at a higher rate is negated as, in 

order to meet the demand of the growing population we have to increase the productivity and 

economies of scale decreasing the burden of cost on the general public in multiple ways. We run 

short of  arguments as we are made to confront even superior technologies which promise the 

utopia of connected living. It encompasses many concepts like Artificial Intelligence(AI), IoT, 

Bigdata and few more. 

Automation is not simply replacement of mind-numbing repetitive tasks, but a true method 

of strategy building and attaining optimal efficiency. We have already seen Artificial Intelligence 

handle complex tasks done by humans at a fraction of the cost. Lower level jobs have been replaced 

by machines in the past. Middle level jobs are already being affected by advancements in the field 

of Information Technology. 

AI stands for high level complex algorithms which learns from the real-world behavioural 

patterns, processes it to train, test and infer. Today corporates, industries and medium to large scale 

service providers appoint highly qualified professionals, who study the data, draw conclusions and 

design strategies to improve productivity and to resolve issues. Will these professionals become 

obsolete for businesses in future? Before that the mechanics, waiters, chauffeurs who are 

considered as skilled workers, are they going to be replaced by intelligent controllers and 

actuators?  

The positive and negative consequences of the use of AI in the past, predicts the probable 

future of human employability. The research helps in understanding all the possible outcomes of 

integration between AI and the human work force, especially factors like job creation or job 

replacement. 

The study helps in understanding the types of jobs that might be affected by AI, are restricted 

to logic-based reasoning, or also those involving creativity. These factors jointly help in 

understanding the structural change in the work force of the future. The research covers the basic 

idea predicting how Artificial Neural Network acts as a stepping stone to attain Artificial 

Intelligence in future. 

Industry 4.0 being a major factor in giving direction to the future of AI and Automation as a 

whole is discussed in the research. Understanding Industry 4.0 will give us a picture of the current 

scenario of development in the field of Artificial Intelligence and Automation. 

This paper will try to establish a relationship between the employment trend and 

implementation and advancement of AI in the ongoing industrial revolution. It will try to restrict 
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itself to AI for analysis and will touch upon other related concepts like IoT, Big-data, Industry 4.0, 

etc. 

 

24-CK17-1755 

HOW SUCCESSFUL IS PRADHAN MANTRI UJJWALA YOJANA AS A PROGRAM 

INTENDED TOWARDS BEHAVIORAL CHANGE AND WOMEN EMPOWERMENT 

MS. HETVI BADIANI16   

Women Empowerment itself elaborates that Social Rights, Political Rights, Economic stability, 

Judicial strength and all other rights should be also equal to women. There should be no 

discrimination between men and woman. Women should know their fundamental and social rights 

which they get once they born. India being the fastest developing nation still lacks awareness about 

the adoption of clean fuels for cooking. Almost 41 percent of Indian households still use biomass 

fuels everyday and are deprived of clean fuel cooking. According to World Health Organisation 

report smoke inhaled by women from unclean fuel is equivalent to burning 400 cigarettes in an 

hour. The government of India therefore launched the Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana to equip 

below poverty line families with LPG connections intending to empower women by preventing 

the health hazards caused by biomass fuels and experiencing a time efficient cooking method along 

with reduction of environmental pollution. Under this scheme a total of 4cr LPG connections are 

provided till date with a support of ₹1600 per connection in the next 3 years. The connections will 

be issued in name of women of the household safeguarding the women empowerment especially 

in rural areas. An amount of ₹8000cr has been allocated for the implementation of this scheme. 

This paper focuses on different aspects of Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana, the loopholes, its 

success rate, and execution of the scheme, refill status and more. Also the behavioral changes 

experienced by women adopting this scheme is the main focus of this paper. A major challenge 

that majority of the people face to adopt this scheme is affordability of refills and how a nudge by 

linking Pradhan Mantri MUDRA Yojana along with Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana could attain 

success.   

 

25-CK12-1644 

SUSTAINABLE SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT IN AHMEDABAD CITY, GUJARAT, 

INDIA 

MR. DHRUVRAJSINH RANA17   

Municipal Solid Waste Management (MSWM) is an integral part of the urban environment that 

requires proper planning to ensure the safety of both humans and the environment. The 

management of municipal solid waste has become an acute problem due to enhanced economic 

activities and rapid urbanisation. Therefore, the present day study aims at providing an overview 

of the existing solid waste management (SWM) practices in Ahmedabad, the seventh largest city 

of India and suggest solutions to some of the major problems being faced by the existing system. 

An averag of 4000 metric tonnes of solid waste is generated in Ahmedabad. The budget allocated 

to Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation (AMC) for the management of solid waste generated was 
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350.80 crores which was insufficient due to which AMC decided to get people participation by 

gathering awareness about the SWM practices which would reduce waste generation in future. The 

AMC has developed better technologies and innovative SWM practices compared to other cities 

for the efficient disposal of solid waste and it has also created a roadmap for “ZERO WASTE” 

Ahmedabad by 2031. The study also provides an overview of sanitary landfills of Ahmedabad and 

stages of the waste management i.e. prevention, minimisation, reuse, recycle, energy recovery, 

disposal and its composition at the city level. The public private partnership has also been 

implemented for generating 20MW electricity by using MSW and sewerage. The paper also 

presents the ‘waste aware’ benchmark indicators for integrated sustainable waste ma, has in 

Ahmedabad. 

 

31-CL19-1805 

THE IMPACT OF INTELECTUAL CAPITAL AND SOCIAL CAPITAL IN IMPROVING 

THE PROFITABILITY OF  COMPANIES LISTED AT AMMAN STOCK EXCHANGE 

PROF. ATEF BAWAB18   

This study aims to identify on the impact of intellectual capital and social capital in improving the 

profitability of the companies listed at Amman Stock  Exchange (ASE). The descriptive approach 

and the analytical approach will be followed in achieving objectives of the study, where the data 

will be collected from the references, researches and the previous studies. The quantitative data 

will be extracted from the published financial statements of companies listed at Amman Stock 

Exchange. The results are expected to help investors identify the positive effects of rational 

investment decisions. Based on the expected results, the study will recommend to encourage 

disclosure of intellectual capital and social capital and develop it. 
 

12-K11-1620 

PUBLIC ATTITUDE AND ACCEPTACE TOWARDS EXPANSION OF TREATED 

WASTEWATER REUSE IN THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 

RASHA A. ABDELRAHMAN,19 SAMEH E. KHAMIS20 AND ZEINELABIDIN E. RIZK21 

ABSTRACT 

This study examined the public's attitude towards expansion of treated wastewater reuse in the 

United Arab Emirates (UAE). A multiple-choice questionnaire covered demographic information, 

knowledge on water resources and attitude was used. The answers of 1,304 UAE residents were 

collected, presented and analysed. Results show that 30% of respondents are aware of the water 

shortage problem, while the remaining 70% are unaware or do not know. However, the majority 

are taking measures to conserve water and are willing to pay extra fees for having centralised 

wastewater treatment systems. There is a positive attitude towards the use of treated wastewater 

for agricultural and industrial purposes. The respondents support the use of treated wastewater for 

preserving the environment and easing pressure on expensive desalinated water and depleting 
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groundwater. Results revealed statistical significance towards wastewater reuse based on gender, 

age, level of education and income. Respondents ranked incentives for treated wastewater reuse 

and critics against reuse. 

Keywords: Attitude, Treated wastewater reuse, United Arab Emirates. 
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